POZZOLITH in concrete for optimum results

Lift slab construction at its best—with Pozzolith—here and in many other types of projects, because Pozzolith improves engineers' control of concrete quality.

Pozzolith is the key to...
★ lowest possible unit water content
★ close control of entrained air...placing consistency...rate of hardening
★ reduced costs

Over 115 million cubic yards of concrete have been produced with Pozzolith for all types of work—evidence of Pozzolith's dependable performance.

Any one of our more than 75 field technical men will be glad to demonstrate the full advantages of Pozzolith for your project.
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THE NEWEST IN BATHROOM LUXURY

New One-Piece Emperor

Here's the latest in fixtures for your new bathroom—the beautiful Emperor Closet. Its low, massive, one-piece design is both distinctive and luxuriously modern. The non-overflow feature and quiet operation set it apart from conventional units. Precision internal mechanism assures extremely smooth, trouble-free operation. A specially designed solid plastic Olsonite Seat is furnished.

ENGINEERED INSTALLATION — QUIET, DEPENDABLE OPERATION

TWO BOLT PRINCIPAL—There is no need for extra floor screws. The precision positioning of the two bolts assures rigid anchorage of the closet—saves time and labor.

THE CARLTON—available in either elongated or round-front designs with siphon-jet bowls. These deluxe models are ideal for quality home installation.

THE PRINCE—a close-coupled design with reverse-trap bowl. One of the industry's most popular closets with both home builder and home owner.

BRIGGS *Beautyware

BRIGGS MANUFACTURING CO., 300 Buhl Building • Detroit 26, Michigan
It's the Law

by Bernard Tomson

P/A Office Practice article further exploring the complexities of Arbitration of Disputes under Contracts.

Can one of two Associated Architects require arbitration, under the AIA form contract, of a dispute arising between him and the Owner, despite the passive and active opposition of the other Associated Architect? This is the question involved in a recent case argued before the New York Court of Appeals, the highest court of New York.

The case before the Court of Appeals involved architectural services for the construction of a school building. In 1951 an Architect (who will be called Architect “A”) negotiated with a Board of Education in respect to furnishing services on a proposed school building. He was only interested in performing the design and supervision phases of the work and it was necessary for the Board to retain a second Architect (who will be called Architect “B”) to furnish working drawings and specifications.

The Board of Education entered into a single contract with Architects “A” and “B” in association, the contract designating them as “the Architect.” The contract was the AIA standard form of agreement between Owner and Architect, and provided “all questions in dispute under this agreement should be submitted to arbitration at the choice of either party.”

On the same day that Architects “A” and “B” entered into the agreement with the Board of Education, they also entered into an agreement of association between themselves, incorporating by reference the provisions of the contract between Owner and Architect. The terms of the agreement of association provided for the division of work and for a 50-50 division of fees. Architect “A” was an individual practitioner and Architect “B” was a partnership consisting of two partners.

Construction of the school was commenced in 1953 under supervision of Architect “A,” as provided in the agreement of association. One of the services of Architect “A” was, of course, to issue certificates of payment to the Contractor. It was contended before the Court by Architect “A” that as construction progressed he was of the opinion that a request for payment of a certain requisition by the Contractor was excessive and that the progress of the construction was such that the Contractor might not be able to complete the same within the construction contract price. Architect “A” thus required, he stated, a further justification by the Contractor of his requisition before he, the Architect, would issue a certificate of payment.

The Contractor threatened to terminate his contract and to stop the work and, in fact, he reduced the number of workmen on the project. Further, the Contractor filed a claim for damages against the Owner, the Board of Education. The Board, in order to avoid delay in the completion of the job by the Contractor, made a substantial payment to him and discharged Architect “A.”

Architect “A” then filed a claim against the Board of Education for the balance of his fee, as provided by the contract, and for disbursements which he had made. This claim was rejected. Architect “A” then requested Architect “B” to join in a demand for arbitration, but Architect “B” did not reply to this request. Architect “A” then demanded arbitration against the Owner in his own name and in his demand for arbitration he requested that the arbitrator determine whether the Board was justified in depriving him of his right to supervise the job and whether he was entitled to be paid his full share of the contract price for architectural services performed under the contract with the Board.

The demand for arbitration further requested that the arbitration be held pursuant to the rules of the American Institute of Architects, even though the provision for arbitration in the AIA contract did not provide for such procedure and, in fact, provided for no standard procedure at all.

The Board of Education and Architect “B” commenced legal action to stay the demand for arbitration and the Board opposed such demand on the ground, among others, that the arbitration clause contained in the form AIA contract did not permit arbitration of any dispute in respect to the interpretation of the contract, or in respect to its breach. The lower New York court denied the right of Architect “A” to demand arbitration and held that the questions raised by Architect “A” did not relate to a dispute between “Owner” and “Architect” under the Owner-Architect contract, but that Architect “A” would be required to sue the Owner for damages for any tortious act on the part of the Owner claimed by Architect “A.” Architect “A” then filed a new demand for arbitration in the joint names of Architect “A” and “B.” Again, the Board of Education and Architect “B” opposed this demand. The lower New York court again held that arbitration was not appropriate. The court pointed out that Architect “B” was a partnership consisting of two partners, whereas Architect “A” was a single individual, and, therefore, the court concluded, the partners of Architect “B” constituted a majority of all partners.

Both of the decisions of the lower court were eventually appealed to the New York Court of Appeals and that Court reversed in each instance. The Court held that any difference between Architect “A” and the Contractor, or between Architect “A” and his Associate, Architect “B,” arose out of performance of Architect “A’s” duties under the contract and, therefore, any dispute between Architect “A” and the Owner as to the propriety of their acts was subject to arbitration under the arbitration clause. The Court further concluded that Architect “A” could require arbitration without the acquiescence of Architect “B.” The Court pointed out that the association partnership consisted of two members, Architect “A,” an individual, and Architect “B,” a partnership. The commissions were to be paid one-half to Architect “A” and one-half to Architect “B.” The association contract was executed by the partners of Architect “B” not as individuals, but as members of a partnership which is one entity. The Court concluded:

"Under such conditions, one of two members of a partnership may demand arbitration without consent of the other partner, as such partner is an agent of that partnership... We do not decide whether one of three equal partners may compel arbitration of a dispute arising out of a contract to which the partnership is a party."

This case illustrates: (1) the importance and necessity of the preparation or review of agreements of association between Architects and between Owner and Architect by competent legal counsel; (2) that form contracts, whether AIA or otherwise, must be adapted to each particular situation; (3) that an arbitration clause must be written sufficiently broad to include all questions and disputes of whatsoever nature that may arise and to provide for a workable, standard, arbitration procedure; and (4) that the relationship of Associated Architects between themselves and to the Owner must be clearly defined to avoid further disputes.
Now you can plan economical classroom comfort with the Norman Schoolroom System

gas-fired forced air heating and ventilating with Util-i-Ducts

The Norman Classroom Package helps keep school construction costs down. It is a completely automatic gas-fired forced air perimeter heating and ventilating system which eliminates the extra cost and space required for a central heating plant. Each room has its own individual heating and ventilating system. Any number of additional classrooms can be added later without expensive revamping as required with a central heating plant.

The exclusive Norman Schoolroom System automatically filters and mixes outdoor air and room air to maintain a healthful and comfortable climate. It automatically compensates for variations in the heating and ventilating requirements caused by changes in occupancy and outside weather conditions. Outside air only is used for combustion.

Util-i-Duct sections are designed to blanket the outside walls with controlled tempered air and also provide handy bookshelf space. Each section has an individual diffuser with damper and adjustable louvers for accurate balancing and uniform distribution. Sections can be extended around the outside walls and under windows — available in standard length sections, corner units and adjustable filler sections to flush in with wall partitions.

Mail the coupon today for full details and specifications

NORMAN PRODUCTS CO.  
1150 Chesapeake Ave., Columbus 12, Ohio  
Please send me complete information on the Norman gas-fired, forced air Schoolroom Heating and Ventilating System.

NAME ____________________________
ADDRESS ____________________________
CITY ____________________________ STATE _______
P/A Office Practice column on mechanical and electrical design in architecture is devoted this month to the subject, "Air Conditioned Village" Report.

From time to time we have heard of the "Air Conditioned Village" at Austin, Texas—a group of houses in a number of designs and using varied equipment. These homes have been studied in detail, not only for the social and psychological effects on occupants but also with the following technical objectives in mind: (1) comfort; (2) planning; (3) financing.

The project was sponsored by the National Association of Home Builders, the National Warm Air Heating and Air Conditioning Association, and the Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Institute. Architect Ned A. Cole has been the Project Manager of the Development.

Reports of psychological studies of air-conditioned living made by the University of Texas already has been made public. They showed that the conditioned environment favored sleeping, family life, reduction of fatigue due to housework, improved diet, and many other factors of social significance. Last January, at the annual convention of the NAHB in Chicago, Cole announced the technical findings. A summary of these findings will be of interest to architects, engineers, home builders, heating and air-conditioning contractors, and equipment manufacturers. A complete report, Residential Air Conditioning, was published last May, by NAHB Research Institute.

Twenty-two completed and occupied homes were tested by permission of builders and owners. All were provided with warm-air heating and made use of the same ducts for summer distribution of conditioned air. The cost of each of the homes was approximately $12,000 plus land cost. All were one-story structures, some over crawl spaces and others on concrete slabs. Floor areas varied from 1150 sq ft to 1450 sq ft. Some of the slab houses used perimeter air distribution through round, subslab ducts.

comfort
Air temperature, air motion, relative humidity, and the mean radiant temperature (MRT) of the interior room surfaces all had an effect on comfort. The effects of each were studied by varying that condition, while maintaining the others constant. At 77°F air temperature, 50 percent relative humidity (RH), and air in motion, there were no complaints. Under the same conditions, but with still air, 18 of the 22 families were uncomfortable. At the same temperature and with air in motion, equal comfort was reported for RH of either 30 or 70 percent. When the RH was varied rapidly between these limits, there were, again, 18 complaints. With air in motion, and 50 percent RH, an air temperature of 76°F was comfortable while 70°F was too cool. At 50 percent RH with air in motion an MRT of 77°F drew no complaints, 80°F brought 5 complaints, and 82°F, 18 complaints. Conclusions: Desirable standards are continuous air circulation, constant RH, air temperature not too low, and MRT kept low by insulation and especially by prevention of direct entry of sunlight through glass.

Uniform air temperature in the various parts of the room was found to contribute to comfort. If the air temperatures 3 in. above the floor and 60 in. above the floor are not more than 4 degrees F apart, the variation is not noticeable. Ceiling diffusers and unobstructed perimeter floor registers proved better than high or low wall registers. The former maintained a differential of a fraction of a degree F between the two levels while the latter allowed 3 degrees F. The only really unsatisfactory condition occurred with obstructed perimeter floor registers. They permitted a variation of 7 degrees F.

Only two families reported discomfort due to noise, although it sometimes reached 40 decibels. The NAHB report includes suggestions for sound minimization. Controlled rates of fresh air, from 10 to 25 percent of the air circulated, did not improve comfort and it was concluded that fresh air is not needed for this type and condition of occupancy.

planning
Outside conditions for cooling design in Austin are 100°F dry bulb and 78°F wet bulb. The cooling season there is longer and the daily temperatures higher than in most parts of the country. The problem at Austin, therefore, is severe and design considerations would be less critical at most other locations.

Heat gain through a slab on the ground is minimal except at the edge where one in. of rigid insulation reduces it to an acceptable degree. Gain from normal ventilation of crawl space is negligible, but a vapor seal on grade is needed to prevent condensation. The effect of double glazing in reducing heat gain is small but all glass should be fully shaded at all times. Omission of east and west windows and the installation of overhangs for both south and north glass are recommended.

The heat produced by cooking ranges and clothes dryers should be removed directly by ventilation, but this was found to be not necessary in the case of water heaters, dishwashers, clothes washers, and showers. Surprisingly, attic ventilation was found to be of questionable value. It is thought that the radiant effect in heat transfer from the floor is minimal except at the edge of this heat gain item. Furnaces of the upflow, counterflow, and horizontal types were used as required by the architecture. Best results followed the use of properly sized (not oversized) compressors and the use of dual compressors with one in almost constant operation. A single-return air grill was satisfactory for these small installations, but its location too close to the furnace sometimes created a nois problem.

financing
For the installation of the cooling unit in a house of this size, $6 per month can be added to the monthly payment for a 20-year mortgage. The cost of fuel for gas heating plus electric cooling averaged about $115 per year. An average of 9 sq ft of floor space was required for the unit. The construction cost of this space is about $100. Direct labor cost at site for installing heating, cooling, and the duct system was about $300, held purposely low in this era of factory-complete units. A maintenance contract for the owner during the one-year warranty period is suggested. The cost to the contractor of one year's service did not exceed $50. The difference in the operating cost between air-cooled and water-cooled units was insignificant. Water cooling, however, is sometimes troublesome in areas where water has a high mineral content.

It is important that the mortgage appraisal include the cost of cooling on a most favorable basis. A study of 12 FHA and VA offices in 1955 showed that appraisals included 94 percent of the cost of air conditioning, including installation and builder's profit. In 1954, this figure was 74 percent.
DIVIDE and CONQUER
HOT WAR - COLD WAR

This well known military tactic finds scientific and practical application in the HOT WAR of summer with invasion of heat, and the COLD WAR of winter with heat loss from buildings.

For a marked increase in insulating value because of a marked reduction in heat flow by convection upward and laterally, divide the depth of joist spaces into multiple shallower spaces. This important scientific contribution, the result of research by H. E. Robinson and F. J. Powlitch, under the direction of R. S. Dill, all of the National Bureau of Standards, was published by the Housing & Home Finance Agency under the title, "The Thermal Insulating Value of Air Spaces, Research Paper 32."

They report that as the temperature difference between bounding surfaces in an air space decreases, convection also decreases. The more the space is subdivided, the greater is the division of the original spread of temperature. Therefore each space carries a smaller burden of temperature difference, and has greater insulating value. This is true down to about 1".

LAW OF APPRECIATING RETURNS

For this reason, for heat flowing in the up and lateral directions, successive reflective spaces, one behind the other, follow a law of appreciating returns. Each reflective space thus formed follows a pattern of increasing insulating value as the number of subdivisions of the joist space increases.

Each 1" reflective space where the joist space has been subdivided in six parts, has greater insulating value than each similar 1" space where it has been subdivided in 5 parts; which in turn has greater value than each such 1" space where there are 4 subdivisions, etc.

THERMAL FACTORS FOR PARALLEL REFLECTIVE AIR SPACES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of REFLECTIVE SPACES</th>
<th>UP-HEAT</th>
<th>DOWN-HEAT</th>
<th>SIDE-HEAT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C FACTOR</td>
<td>R FACTOR</td>
<td>C FACTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 REFLECTIVE SPACES</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>7.10</td>
<td>1.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 aluminum foils, 1&quot; apart</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 REFLECTIVE SPACES</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>9.53</td>
<td>0.081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 aluminum foils, 1&quot; apart</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 REFLECTIVE SPACES</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>12.29</td>
<td>0.066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 aluminum foils, 1&quot; apart</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 REFLECTIVE SPACES</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>14.81</td>
<td>0.056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 aluminum foils, 1&quot; apart</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 paper sheets, 1&quot; apart</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For a FREE COPY of "The Thermal Insulating Value of Air Spaces" and samples of a multiple aluminum insulation which automatically subdivides building spaces use the coupon below.

INFRA INSULATION, Inc., 525 B'way, New York, N. Y., Dept. PPA
Please send "Research Paper No. 32.”

NAME
FIRM
ADDRESS
Techniques Employed By A Town-Planning Group

P/A Office Practice article devoted this month to procedures of Technical Planning Associates, New Haven, Connecticut.

In the belief that town planning needs the closest collaboration of several design professions and that this goal can best be achieved in a single organization, Technical Planning Associates, of New Haven, Connecticut, came into being in the closing year of World War II. In 1945, three Connecticut architects, a landscape architect, an engineer, an architecturally trained city planner, and a lawyer joined their talents in establishing an office to carry on the many phases of planning for communities. As individuals, these men had all participated in planning affairs in their local communities—several as members of zoning and planning commissions and others in the Connecticut legislature assisting in the writing of planning, zoning, and redevelopment laws.

As an organization, this group does not engage in the design or engineering of buildings or other works, although offices of individual members are busily engaged in these activities. As a body, it carries on all kinds of general planning—including detailed plans for areas or sites—but it stops short of actual working drawings, whether for buildings, roads, or landscaping.

These associates emphasize that successful town planning requires continuous contact with the people and officials of each locality, over a long period of time, and that planning must be a continuing process carried on by the community. Experience has taught them that no two communities are alike, despite external similarities, and that the smaller the community, the greater the number of people who mix in planning affairs. Unlike the normal architectural commission, the planner's contact is with all of the people in a town, so that any problem of client relations also becomes one of public relations. This has become to be recognized as one of the most important, if not the most important, phase of planning.

Basic to the philosophy of TPA is the belief that town planning is closely allied to architecture. The associates feel that there is only a difference of scale and of materials between the design of a building and the design of a community. There exists the same combination of physical and human elements in each. As in a building, it is felt that the plan must be based on function. Its ultimate goal is the best possible arrangement of space-uses and the circulation between them.

A pattern for community planning programs has been evolved. Initially a pilot plan establishes the general principles of the scheme, just as the first preliminary sketch does for a building. Like the building, the preliminary plan for the community must be based on sound research as to occupancy and use of its components, mechanical equipment required, circulation, and economies. Therefore, the pilot plan is accompanied by a preliminary analytical study of the general patterns of land use, population, traffic, public facilities and utilities, and economic factors. The pilot plan itself is a "soft-pencil sketch" which portrays a broad and somewhat schematic picture of long-range development, with the basic land use, traffic arteries, and other parts of the whole scheme. This is usually presented to the community in the form of a simple illustrated booklet, to be studied and discussed by officials and interested persons. The next step is to follow the pilot plan with more detailed studies which produce an over-all town plan—a kind of second edition of the preliminary sketch which is often revised in the light of public discussion and further examination of its various elements. Even this study is not carried too far and is constantly under scrutiny and brought up to date as new conditions affect it in one way or another. Since many of the projects are years in execution, it is felt that there is no need to extend the planning beyond this stage.

In several communities, chiefly suburban towns, TPA has taken sizable undeveloped areas and produced detailed master plans showing proposed...
the low-cost ceilings
with a built-in fire department!

Did you realize that Fiberglas® Sound Control Products offer the lowest-cost fire-safe acoustical ceilings on the market? And there’s a wide line of patterns, textures and colors available; ceilings to fit every building budget, every decor.
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Techniques Employed By A Town-Planning Group

streets, roads, and a general scheme of lot subdivision. These towns find that such plans are valuable as a guide to individual developers and especially to the local planning authorities in approving subdivisions. It is also a great help in dealing with local zoning problems.

In studies of this sort, a careful analysis of population growth is made in order to arrive at a realistic idea of the probable number of future residents. A procedure has been established to map developable land in a community showing areas already built up, swamps, steep slopes, and so on. Proposed zoning is thus related to the available residue, keeping a balance between residences and other uses (with taxes in mind) and controlling the rate of distribution of growth within the framework of the town's public facilities and financial resources. It has been generally found that existing zoning would permit a population far in excess of what could be expected or assimilated. Raw land is still plentiful, even though it is rapidly filling up. Thus the problem becomes one of spreading the development in a logical manner, bearing in mind the decentralizing trend which is apparent everywhere. In such master plans, special attention is paid to drainage, especially in the layout of roads. As much land as possible—especially that which is unsuited for building—is reserved for recreation and open space.

Similarly, TPA has engaged in detailed studies of limited areas—business and civic centers, housing, etc. They are currently carrying on redevelopment studies in various communities in connection with the Federal urban-renewal program.

A very special situation has developed in Connecticut since the floods of August and September of last year. This group has been extremely busy helping stricken communities to salvage what they could and to build more realistically for the future.

A considerable part of TPA time is consumed in consultations for such subjects as zoning, subdivision control, traffic, and parking. Activities of the organization have also been in the economic field: studies of municipal finances and of long range capital budgets, as well as of business and industry in the community with a view to determining the use and availability of land for those purposes.

Although most of TPA's work is for municipalities, there are often jobs for private clients. These range from individuals looking for help in dividing large estates to large-scale developers needing professional advice on residential or commercial layouts.

Promotion occupies a large share of the planner's time—probably more than in the usual practice of architecture. It is not always easy for planning commissions to secure adequate appropriations and the planning commissions must be laid out according to available resources. In spite of all the hazards of politics and human nature, which act to slow up the realization of a plan, the members of TPA find great satisfaction in the very fundamental nature of their work which touches the environment of so many human beings.

Current principals include: Henry W. Buck, Industrial and Sanitary Engineer; Peter P. Hale, City Planner; Merrill H. Lincoln, Architect; Lawrence Moore, Architect; Douglas William Orr, Architect; John Q. Tilson, Legal Consultant; Tom T. Wuerth and David Kellog.

Pilot Plan (below) outlines basic problems facing town, and points toward possible solutions. It is first stage in preparation of Town Plan.

Analysis of traffic flow is an important element of Town Plan (bottom).
Among the most important and socially significant new buildings going up throughout the world today are air terminals and one of the most interesting of these is the Lambert-St. Louis Air Terminal in which function and brilliant design are so effectively combined.

The building is of steel and masonry construction, 412 feet long and 120 feet wide and is crowned by a dramatic "floating dome" which shelters approximately a quarter million square feet of this "Grand Central of the Air".

Inherent in the design of the terminal, of course, are facilities to assure the rapid flow of all kinds of traffic . . . passenger, luggage, express, freight and catering. Included in these facilities, at key locations, are Crawford Industrial Doors, chosen for their good design, good engineering, stout construction and for their quarter-century reputation for delivering top service.

If you have a door problem, we'll welcome your inquiry and it will get quick, intelligent attention. Architects, write for complete file of Crawford literature including the Crawford 60-Second Door Selector, the easiest-to-use door manual ever published. Crawford Door Co., 200-20263 Hoover Road, Detroit 5, Michigan. Plants in 10 cities; Warehouses in 105 cities; Sales and Service everywhere. In Canada, F. Fentiman & Sons Ltd., Ottawa, Ontario.
Dear Editor:

A pronounced increase in public appreciation of contemporary design and the architects' role has been taking place since World War II in the City of Melbourne. Certain daily newspapers have been powerful influences in this much-needed change of heart—and I thought P/A might like to hear of some positive achievements to the credit of the Press.

The Melbourne University School of Architecture was established with the generous assistance of one of our dailies, The Age. More recently, this newspaper sponsored and financed a Small Homes Bureau which is operated under direct control of our own Institute—and sells house plans and specifications to prospective small-home owners whose resources are too limited for normal professional services. The plans are prepared by Institute members, who get a small royalty on sales, and the scheme has been a resounding success since its inception in 1947.

To publicize this venture, The Age devoted a special weekly column to articles written by the Director of the Bureau (an Institute member). These illustrated and described house designs available from the Bureau—and included highly readable articles on related subjects: building techniques, new equipment, finance, and (above all) contemporary design. Out of the universal interest in single-family houses, architecture found in this column a channel for putting its point of view before a wide and diversified public—and it quickly proved popular reading.

In free countries, at least, transitions from rags to riches are commonplace; industrial and municipal executives controlling vast building expenditures often graduate from backgrounds devoid of aesthetic values—in fact, every citizen is a potential client.

The articles ventured beyond the housing field, into architectural criticism. They attacked despoilers of landscape, praised fine new buildings, and fearlessly trounced bad ones. Quite incidentally, the profession found it had a voice—and the response leaves little doubt that the voice has an audience.

A couple of years ago, the author of these articles, Robin Boyd, resigned from directorship of the Bureau, and they are being continued by his successor. Boyd's success has been noted, however, and he was engaged to write weekly architectural criticism for another Melbourne newspaper, The Herald, which has a daily circulation of 450,000 in a population of about two millions. Boyd's column, "Building and Design," is an important feature every Tuesday.

ROY SIMPSON
Melbourne, Australia

P.S. I was discussing these matters recently in Palo Alto with your sometime colleague, Ken Reid, and (Continued on page 14)
he told me of the impression made at Pencil Points just before the War by a small and scurrilous broadsheet called Smudges—which grew out of the strong feelings of a student group, over which I then presided, at the total lack of informed public architectural criticism. A great revolution was taking place, a new renaissance was at hand—and nobody cared a hoot! We appointed Robin Boyd as editor and from that impudent and vitriolic school he has emerged as the outstanding architectural writer of this country. Incidentally, Boyd is expected to be at MIT later this year, as a visiting professor. His subject: architectural criticism. R.S.

proud capital

Dear Editor: The progress report on Chandigarh (March 1956 P/A) brings to mind some criticisms of its city plan which I have wanted to express ever since I worked there for nine months, May 1951 to February 1952. I have decided, since, that what has happened was almost inevitable; but there are causes which no article on this new capital has touched upon.

Chandigarh seems to me to be an apt instance of the dictum that in the cities we plan and build can be read the character of our particular society. Critics of Le Corbusier might be inclined to suspect that he has imposed his ideas on the Punjab. This is not true. He has been permitted and encouraged to do what he has done.

But Le Corbusier’s plan can be called authoritarian in many respects. Why was such a plan permitted in a newly independent and supposedly democratic India? Who encouraged Corbu?

Here is one answer: India is aiming at democracy but has been sustained, and has avoided chaos, partly by the efforts of the present adult generation of British-trained administrators. These men love India, even the memory of Gandhi, but they were not followers of Gandhi. While Gandhi crusaded, they were being trained in British techniques of administering the internal affairs of an underdeveloped country and incidentally acquiring British Colonial attitudes as to the “social position” of Government.

Two such British-trained Indians were responsible for Chandigarh: P. N. Thapar, an administrator, and P. L. Varma, an engineer trained in the British Public Works Department. (Varma is shown in the photo with Corbusier. I believe Thapar has gone on to other, larger responsibilities.)

Thapar and Varma, with the sup-

(Continued from page 13)
ARCHITECT PLANS HIS OWN COMMUNITY

The Palo Alto, California, press has accorded a great big hand to the Office of Ernest J. Kump, local Architects-Planning Consultants, for proposals for the development of the community's downtown business area. Organized in three stages, the scheme not only has the merit of being possible to initiate at any time (since it respects the existing street pattern), but also offers a vigorous challenge to the validity of the now-prevalent concept of the ideal shopping center as a vast, de-centralized group of buildings set down in a sea of parking acreage. In addition, it constitutes a realistic approach that any number of communities confronted with aggravated cases of "downtownitis" might apply. John C. Worsley of the Kump office deserves special credit for development of the proposal, which is currently pending before the City Council.

Stage 1 represents the situation as is, with the exception of advocating that every other north-south street become one-way, with diagonal parking instituted to increase number of parking spaces. University Avenue, the central east-west thoroughfare, is the present traffic-clogged business center of town. At the western end is an existing traffic rotary and underpass.

In stage 2, some north-south streets are closed at their intersections with University Avenue, and the basic pattern of the eventual proposal begins to emerge—a series of two-block "shopping units," each with self-contained, interior parking, accessible from the bordering east-west streets. The traffic circle and underpass area are enlarged and improved, and landscaped parking lots are introduced at either side.

In the final stage 3, University Avenue is wholly closed to traffic, becoming a pedestrian mall; and (at the center) a public square provides cohesiveness to the whole. Shoppers may park very near the first shop to be visited, while walks through to and along University Mall place the whole area within pleasant walking distance. In a conventional shopping center, if buildings are expanded, parking space must be decreased or pushed farther away, either solution defeating its purpose. In the Kump scheme, the pattern of two-block units could be extended indefinitely, by just stepping over a couple of blocks and repeating the same general arrangement.
News Bulletins

A $480,000 study to examine economic forces and population trends that will influence development of New York-New Jersey-Connecticut metropolitan region in next 25 years will be started this summer by special staff organized by Harvard University's Graduate School of Public Administration. Three-year study underegis of Regional Plan Association, is financed by equal grants from Rockefeller Brothers Fund and Ford Foundation. In New York City, itself, City Planning Commission headed by James Felt, will conduct $150,000 study for replacement of antiquated zoning laws. Project, to be carried out with aid of consultant, will consider proposals made in 1951 report—"Plan for Rezoning"—by Harrison, Ballard & Allen, and aim to replace current 1916 regulations.

Douglas Fir Plywood Association has commissioned 16 well known architects and educators to do creative research and develop designs for schools, churches, homes, and leisure-time retreats. Announcement was made at annual meeting of western fir-plywood industry held in June.

Applications for 1957 Arnold W. Brunner Scholarship—$2,400 grant for advanced architectural study in specialized field—will be accepted by New York Chapter, AIA, until Nov. 15. Request full information at N. Y. Chapter Office, 115 E. 40 St., New York 16, N. Y.

Initial step in campaign to attract convention business to Las Vegas, Nev., is Clark County Convention Center (below), $4-millions hall for conventions, exhibitions, and sports events. Thin-shell concrete dome, 440 ft in diameter, will roof arena large enough to seat 6000 persons; in addition, building will feature newest in radio, TV, and communications equipment. Designed by Adrian Wilson & Associates, Architects-Engineers, Convention Center is first phase of huge civic center expected to cost $15 to $20 millions.

Detroit is also bidding for portion of lucrative convention business. Ground was broken last month for Convention-Exhibit Building (right)—said to be largest project of its kind in the world. Circular arena section, seating 14,000 persons, will be used for political conventions, civic affairs, and sports events; rectangular section contains 33 meeting rooms adjacent to exhibition area of 1,600,000 sq ft. Convention-Exhibit Center, located near Detroit's civic center development, was designed by Giffels & Vallet, Inc., L. Rossetti, Associated Engineers-Architects.

Contemporary, Pre-Columbian, and Colonial architecture of Mexico will be included in seminar tour planned by Mexican Society of Architects for October. For information write: T. H. Hewitt, 2413 Driscoll, Houston, Tex. . . .

1st International Meeting of Young European Architects will take place at Idstein/Taunus near Frankfurt, Sept. 3-8. A limited number of young American architects are encouraged to participate by Association of German Architects and Construction Engineers, sponsoring meeting. For details write: BDB, Koblenzer Strasse 74, Bonn . . . . Tours of housing in Europe and Israel are being planned by National Housing Conference for this September. Write: NHC, 1025 Connecticut Ave., N. W., Washington, D. C., for information.

National Swimming Pool Institute, organized to promote nationwide use of pools and establish standards of construction and safety, held first convention in Chicago on June 27. Send all inquiries about pools to NSPI, c/o Morris B. Rotman, Harsh-rotman Inc., 8 S. Dearborn St., Chicago 3, Ill. . . . An estimated $94 millions will be spent on more than 30,000 pools this year, according to Swimming Pool Age.

Recommendations to retain and enlarge Engineering Societies Center in Manhattan were recently disclosed by special committee representing five principal engineering organizations. Attempts will be made to use existing facilities on 39th and 40th Sts., but a comparable site will be sought if necessary. Committee also recommended that United Engineering Trustees, Inc., be authorized to raise money for Center and employ architects.

New additions to AIA headquarters staff are: Joseph Watterson, named Director of Publications; Theodore W. Dominick, now with the Department of Education, Research and Professional Development; and Betty Farwell, appointed to new position of Slide Librarian in AIA Library.

New York Chapter, AIA, has awarded its 1956 LeBrun Traveling Fellowship—$3000 grant for six months' travel and study in Europe—to John Pawlikowski, of Chicago. . . . Alan Hamilton Rider, Bloomfield Hills, Mich., has been named winner of Beaux-Arts Institute of Design's Lloyd Warren Scholarship —$5000 for 18 months' travel and study. . . . Klaus H. Kattentidt has been given $3000 James Harrison Steedman Fellowship, administered by Washington University, for one-year's travel and study abroad.
Results of competition sponsored by The Morton Arboretum, Lisle, Ill.—for design of small homes integrated with surrounding landscape—were recently announced. Winner of $1000 Grand Prize is Gardner Ertman, Cambridge, Mass., for his compact, two-bedroom design (above). Four $500 First Prizes went to: Charles S. Sax, Hibbing, Minn.; John O. Cotton, Minneapolis; Hayahiko Takaso, Cambridge; and (again) Gardner Ertman (for a second entry). Six houses, to be designed by competition winners, will be erected at The Arboretum as permanent exhibit of landscape design.

Ulm School of Design, West Germany, will enroll first U.S. students this autumn, one year after U.S. grant of $250,000 made its official opening possible. Walter Gropius is a member of school’s curatorium. Like the Bauhaus, new school is international in character and intent but, unlike the former, it will stress technical rather than fine-arts instruction. Industrial and graphic design, architecture, and social sciences form the basis of study.

In Philadelphia’s Commercial Museum, permanent exhibit of city planning—PHILADELPHIA PANORAMA—is now open to the public. Designed by Architect Oscar Stonorov, display includes large reversible model of downtown Philadelphia; one side shows conditions existing now, other indicates plans for the future.

Circular building for Stamford Day Nursery (below)—to replace old structure across the street—permits more unified control of interior areas and playground. Four classrooms receive cross-ventilation through clerestories opening onto interior courtyard; offices are provided for director, doctor, case-worker, and faculty; custodian’s apartment and garage are located in separate wing. Nursery, for preschool-age children from broken homes, was designed by Architect Lester Tichy.

Grant of $1800 from New York Community Trust will enable Municipal Art Society of New York to bring up to date, and supplement with photos, its “Index of Architecturally Historic Structures in New York City.” Present listing, about 60 percent complete, is limited to buildings of national and/or local importance erected before World War I.

Starting this fall, Cooper Union’s Department of Architecture will offer a four-year program—which will qualify graduates to earn degrees with one additional year of work at an accredited school of architecture. It is hoped that a degree course can be instituted by 1959, Cooper Union’s Centennial Year.

Latest reports from U. S. Dep’ts. of Commerce and Labor show outlays for new construction running close to $44-billions figure predicted for ‘56. Decreases in private residential construction were more than compensated for by rises in private industrial projects, up 35%; commercial building, up 17%; highway work, up 21%; and miscellaneous public-utility construction, 73% above expenditures for June of last year. Despite dip in housing starts—1,150,000 new dwelling units are expected for ‘56 as compared to 1,310,000 in ‘55—most authorities predict that dollar volume won’t drop proportionally because of demand for larger homes and increased construction costs.

Construction Industry Center (below) will draw all segments of Los Angeles’ building industry into one headquarters when it is completed in fall of 1957. Sponsored by Building Contractors Association, $5-millions Center will provide space for product manufacturers, financial organizations, architects, and trade and professional associations. Project, designed by Architect John C. Lindsay, will include 13-story office building as well as 13-floor elliptical Tower of Exhibits, graphic-arts center, restaurant, and tri-level parking facilities.

The Michigan Society of Architects will hold a one-day architect-educator conference on school planning at University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich., Nov. 1. William Caudill and John Lyon Reid will participate.

Deadline for entries in competition for design of Sanctuary of Madonna delle Lacrime, Syracuse, Italy, has been postponed until Jan. 31, 1957 (see NEWS BULLETINS October 1955 P/A).
The effect of economic function on architectural design is at present most strikingly shown in the banking field. This fact doubtless stems from the day-to-day changes and developments, inside and outside the walls of banking structures, having to do with "automation" accounting methods and with customer-traffic patterns. Arresting examples of this impact are afforded by two new bank buildings, respectively, in Florida and South Carolina. The Coral Gables First National has recently gone underground to the extent of a 403-foot tunnel connecting its main banking house with a nine-window drive-in "facility" and augmenting the closed-circuit TV connection between the facility and the main office bookkeepers. At Spartanburg, the Citizens & Southern National's new main office has roof parking space with room for 31 cars, reached from the banking room by means of stair and self-service elevator.

- A novel home-improvement financing plan has been developed by the Bank of Westchester, White Plains, N. Y., in cooperation with 300 lumber retailers and wholesalers. By making arrangements through a lumber dealer, the home owner can borrow $200 to $5000 at a 5 1/2% discount rate, repayable in not more than 36 monthly installments. No down payment is required. Financing covers materials and labor. In its advertising the bank directs prospective improvers to their respective building-supply firms. Such concerns, unfamiliar with consumer-credit financing procedures, have all relevant problems taken over by the bank. Its officers regard the plan, which may spread nationwide, as a simplifying tool for sound residential improvement and therefore of interest to architects everywhere.

- Disquiet is manifest in high quarters over the continued "unsustainable" rise of personal and individual debt, which soared $331 billions in May, a record breaker for the year. The Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland computes that, if installment debt and disposable income were each to continue increasing at the average percentage rate of the past four years, such debt, by 1965, would require more than one-third of disposable income for its servicing. Other banking authorities see personal debt as an "automatic unstabilizer" of major proportions. According to this view, the economic organism seeks stability by periodically reducing the consumer debt; in other words, when people start finding the payments difficult to meet, they cut down their purchases rather than default.

- Reassurance is lent to the consumer-credit outlook by Paul L. Selby, executive vice-president of the National Consumer Finance Association. The American Consumer is so far from being broke that his current assets are 20 times his current liabilities, the finance expert shows. Though the ratio of debt to disposable income has risen of late years, the study reveals that financial planning and budgeting have taken the place of impulse buying. "Pride of ownership" in homes and their appurtenances has thus been reinforced.

- Coincident with the record-breaking number of new churches now being built, or on architects' drafting boards, comes word from stained-glass studios—now achieving a $10 millions annual volume—that foreign competition is an unsettling factor in this 90% handicraft field. Completed foreign windows come in duty free, if they're valued at more than $15 a square foot, which is the 1920 figure now obsolete in these $20-$175 square foot days. U.S. studios want floor raised to $45. Makers report demand for "traditional" and "contemporary" designs about evenly matched.

- Third-quarter economic outlook is far from pessimistic. The general cave-in, so "confidently feared" in certain quarters a month ago, is now postponed by common consent, despite the steel strike and other disturbing factors. Depressing effects on consumer buying and business spending are not considered likely, says First National City Bank of New York, reporting business conditions up to July as indicating no spread and perhaps some improvement in the soft spots. Rising income and a 2-1/2 millions employment gain, the bank declares, "provide a strong underpinning." Number of new private homes for 1956, it announces, is estimated at 1,150,000. In similar spirit, the Guaranty Trust Company of New York points to Federal Reserve operations tending toward easier money and a month-long decline in rates on Treasury and commercial bills.

- Some observers see a casual, almost-collusive approach to the steel strike on the part both of labor and management, as if so sinister an entity were something that could be lightly summoned and dismissed. The mere fact that such a frame of mind seems possible is in some ways more disquieting than the strike itself. Such observers see a possible willingness to court false deflation, at a time when increased tangible production is the only anti-inflation panacea. Obviously, the strike will lay a heavy hand on the entire construction industry but, for the time being, its effect upon the architectural profession will be slight.

- "King-size headache" is the way Chicago's Federal Reserve Bank describes the problem of making safe and comfortable both big-city and suburban living. The three largest metropolitan areas are served by some 500 governmental units, the next 30 by an average of 100 each with their several ordinances and regulations. The architect's task is made more difficult in consequence, but at the same time his professional function becomes demonstrably more indispensable.
BERLIN'S INTERNATIONAL BUILDING EXHIBITION 1957

by Sibyl Moholy-Nagy *

The young Goethe, visiting what was to be 100 years later the capital of the German Reich, wrote back to staid Frankfurt: "In Berlin lives a reckless breed!" And this is still the keynote by which Berliners differ from Germans. They are irreverent and indomitable. These two characteristics have provided the best, one might say the only good jokes in the German language, and the best and worst in metropolitan architecture. The palazzos of the nouveaux-riche inhabitant, of the "Kaiserliche Berlin" outdid in their lusty vulgarity the combined efforts of Charles Garnier and Cass Gilbert. But in this same town, Behrens established valid principles for modern architecture in his Turbine Factory. Mendelsohn designed his best building (Columbus House) and the low-cost housing projects of the Brothers Taut, of Gropius, and of Scharoun were decades ahead of anything done in this or any other country. It is therefore not surprising that the most ambitious replanning and rebuilding project of postwar Germany should be attempted here, and that its visual reality—as far as can be judged at this moment—should bear all the promise and the imperfection of Berlin's irreverent, indomitable past.

The Senate of Berlin has decided on an International Building Exhibition, to be held in 1957. A whole town sector will serve as demonstration area. Following the world-famous example of Stuttgart, where in 1927 an International Building Exposition was staged by inviting the leaders of the profession to design permanent houses according to the latest ideals and techniques, a large building complex will be in the process of construction next year. Approximately one-third of the planned buildings will be complete or nearing completion; one-third will be partially built; and one-third will be in the earliest stages of excavation and foundations. Everything seems to be against a plan of such magnitude: an almost totally destroyed town (1), the isolated existence of Berlin as an enclave in Russian-occupied territory, an economy paralyzed by political pressure, lack of raw materials, and complicated communication with free markets. But the old Berlin Dafke—the indomitable lust of self-assertion, is still stronger than all these impediments.

This rebuilt sector will form the new Hansaviertel, a "preferred neighborhood" to serve the Diplomatic Corps and professional groups. It will replace the old Geheimratsviertel, an exclusive aristocratic quarter which was wiped out by bombs. The project got under way with a competition for the over-all plan, authorized by the Senate early in 1953. The given conditions were a cleared area, equaling approximately 12 city blocks, bordered on one side by the River Spree and on the other by the Tiergarten Park—the so-called "lung of Berlin." The most restricting factors were an elevated railroad, bisecting the area, and three main thoroughfares converging at two points in given intersections. Some 340 single land titles had to be cleared and combined, involving an immensely complicated legal procedure with many of the title holders dead, missing, or in the four corners of the earth. The competition did not call for detailed house types because it had been suggested that the design of individual buildings should be offered to the leading architects of today. Specified were building capacity—

---

*Associate Professor at Pratt Institute School of Architecture, lectured extensively at West German Universities during Summer Semester, 1955.
one-third "bachelor"-type apartments, one-third medium-size, and one-third large-size units. Height and site orientation were to have the greatest possible variety. The first prize, awarded in December, 1953, went to a project by Kreuer, Jobst & Schliesser, Berlin (2). It is based on a "free-form" plan. Building groups are emphatically isolated, with an average height of eight stories and astonishingly uniform plan patterns. The over-all view presents a loose arrangement, deriving its only fixed site orientation from an alignment with the elevated tracks, but skillfully utilizing the river embankment.

As was to be expected, the protests against this award were vehement. On the one side massed the schematic forces, whose most characteristic solution is represented by the Second Purchase Award (3) of W. Wiericke, Hanover. He adheres to the traditional pattern of housing projects by distributing medium-height buildings of uniform design in uniform park plots, creating approximately eight distinct neighborhoods. He keeps a healthy distance from the elevated tracks, but defeats himself by allowing no variations for the designs of the actual units. The organic forces, on the other hand, rallied around Hans Scharoun, Dean of Architecture at Berlin's famous Technical University, and the most imaginative (if not the most realistic) among Germany's older architects (4). The guiding idea was to create "social units" in flat-roofed, family houses, clustered around central courts, while approximately half of the remaining dwelling units are skyscrapers, to avoid the old tenement heights of five to eight stories. After half a year of quibbling about the two opposite viewpoints, Prof. Otto Bartning, Dean at Darmstadt's Technical University, was commissioned to co-ordinate both principles in a compromise scheme. This rearranged plan was presented in model form in May, 1955, and constitutes—with slight variations—the basis of the final layouts (5).

It is interesting to juxtapose this final scheme with a plan of the prize-winning project by Kreuer, Jobst & Schliesser (6). All buildings are now concentrated east of the elevated tracks, leaving the desirable area close to the river embankment units. Medium-height structures are staggered, to avoid the impression of a parallel alignment with the long high-rise façades; and Scharoun's social ideal of single-family units with interior courts gets a token consideration in a few units (left side of photo, opposite church). A puzzling and inexplicable shortcoming of the final model becomes evident in comparing it with the first-prize layout (6). There, a clear attempt had been made to create independent sectors by using the dividing lines of the thoroughfares to organize neighborhoods. Since landscaping of the whole rebuilding project is in the hands of Prof. Hermann Mattern, one of the outstanding geniuses of landscape architecture today, the Jobst plan of "green core" sectors would have been most attractive. But the final plan (5) gives up any clearly defined areas. There is a total absence of any civic center. Volumes have been written about the need to return to the closed square. A conservative planning body like the London City Council solved the need for central orientation successfully in such projects as Clarence Gardens and Stepney Neighborhood. But the "most modern" replanning job in Europe provides no neighborhood shops, schools, or administrative facilities which would make crossing of the heavily traveled roads superfluous. A large garage was planned but has been dropped in favor of a second church—and private garage space is planned only for every third building unit. It is indicative of the over-all confusion that a church and a garage are considered
interchangeable! Looking at the master plan (7), it takes little imagination to see those two main thoroughfares congested with through-traffic, since all broad streets suck in transient cars bound for other neighborhoods. And the by-roads will be lined with parked vehicles, whose starting and stopping will add to the inevitable noise of the elevated trains.

This lack of central organization has not only a civic but also an esthetic effect. Professor Scharoun, in a report, writes: "The lack of a carrying idea acted like a vacuum. It failed to unite the leading personalities, invited to participate as designers, in a common cause, and forced each of them to make his own individual design concept the sole focal point."

This brings us to the individual design of the buildings. The age-old difficulty of dealing with prima donnas asserted itself from the beginning. Mies van der Rohe alternately accepted and withdrew and, it is understood, is now willing to settle only for a cluster of one-family houses of his controversial "Prototype House" demonstrated in Elmhurst, Illinois. The greatest show of acceptance and rejection was made by Le Corbusier. He descended on Berlin with the statement: "I have no time for nonsense" (meaning that he would either be permitted to build a Ville Radieuse exactly like the Marseilles project, or not participate at all). After two days of negotiation, Le Corbusier proposed to build a paper-back edition of Marseilles, called the "Nantes Project"—but quite outside the vulgar proximity of so-much-lesser lights in the actual Hansa Viertel. He circled the town in an open car and finally pointed his magic wand at a spot outside the Olympic Stadium in the most exclusive part of Berlin's Westend (8). Home owners there protested that a high-rise apartment block would spoil the character of the neighborhood, and the management of the Stadium pleaded that the open space had been their only parking lot, but they lost. Berliners in general, who take a violent interest in the building boom around them, objected to Corbusier's undeviating ceiling height of 7 feet and with their quick wit christened the new Ville Radieuse, "Projekt Jenikstarre" (Project Spinal Paralysis); but here the Master relented and finally agreed on an interior ceiling height of 8 feet. Typical Berlin frivolity showed itself in one of the many mix-ups for commissions. Max Taut, survivor of the famous brother-team that influenced the development of social architecture 30 years ago, was commissioned to design three individual villas, suitable for Diplomats and Capitalists. F. R. S. Yorke, London, whose work is elegant and highly individualistic, was assigned low-rent flats. When the venerable Herr Taut protested a blatant misuse of his life-experience, the Hansa Viertel Planning Commission amiably shrugged its collective shoulders and gave Taut the Yorke commission—and vice versa.

The first building to be started was the skyscraper apartment block by Müller-Rehm & Siegmann (9). The 17-story tower has one-room kitchenette apartments assembled in a Z plan. Since a Berlin building ordinance allows one stair well only if each landing has an open gallery to avoid smoke congestion, the vertical communication core of the building adds to the perforated impression. Prefabricated-concrete slabs will form the exterior. Building on this "signal tower of the New Berlin," as it was christened, had to be interrupted because the two most dangerous difficulties setting this whole scheme made themselves felt. One is the complicated way of financing a project that will need enormous investments from the Town of Berlin, from the Government in Bonn, and from private capitalists—before any
financial returns can be expected. But even after this problem had been solved temporarily, the instability of Berlin's soils made itself felt. The famous "sands of the Mark Brandenburg" make nice sentimental folk songs, but are treacherous for sinking foundations. In the case of the Hansa Viertel, there is an additional obstacle of subterranean muck from the River Spree. After long and costly experiments, piles (in the best Venetian tradition) were driven below ground-water level and an insulation plate of reinforced concrete was poured across them. The question arises—asked here once before, in connection with the Ciudad Universitaria in Mexico City—whether it is justified to adhere to "international" design principles (of skyscraper towers) when regional conditions do not tolerate vertical expansion. Luciano Baldessari's project for a Y-shaped apartment building of 26 stories had to be reduced to 16 for the same reason.

Walter Gropius and The Architects Collaborative have designed an 8-story apartment house (10) which is already under construction. The pleasant aspect here comes from a curve that projects the south of the building toward the Tiergarten Park and places four stair and elevator towers on the north side. The preference of the Berliners for balconies was well understood by the designer, who hails from the old Berlin Patriciate.

Of the two projected churches, the Protestant church by Ludwig Lemmer features an open bell tower, said to rise 240 feet (11). It is a strangely proportioned building, but not really different from the strenuous church design now rampant in the U.S. A branch library by Werner Duttman, Berlin, is the only public building mentioned in the scheme. Its patio design (12) promises, at least in miniature, that beneficial confinement within a well proportioned square which is so lacking in the general layout.

Scharoun's restaurant (13) tells vividly of the undiminished delight of this old artificer in imaginative form-space relationships. No backer has as yet been found for this necessary building, but it must be hoped that it will be realized. Eye and soul will be in need of the capricious irregularity and color play, after so much glass-ribbon and concrete austerity.

The most discussed project is that of Brazil's Oscar Niemeyer (14). After many propositions that were rejected by the Building Commission as alien to Berlin's climate and living habits, the final building is a piloti structure, 91 feet high, something over 45 feet deep, and with a facade of 227 feet. This, by far most impressive edifice of the whole scheme, is seen in the center of the site model (5). It introduces completely new concepts to Germany. A single elevator in a separate shaft stops only on the fifth "distribution" floor and on the top floor. Six stair wells serve the individual landings. There will be 78 apartments and large community rooms, children's day rooms, and public reading rooms. The Berlin paper, Deutsche Kommentare, observes that the Berliner regards his apartment, quite particularly his kitchen, as his castle; and will cram a wedding party in his parlor rather than "go public." But, again, it is to the credit of the exuberant experimentalism of the Berliners that they will give a totally new concept a try-out. A curious contradiction lies in the fact that Niemeyer originally planned brise-soleils, which had to be omitted as unsuitable for the largely gray climate of Northern Germany; yet the 16-story apartment tower by Hans Schwippert (15) gives a very distinct feeling of a "crated facade." Schwippert introduces another completely new layout to Berlin. His apartments are duplex types with two-story units of a large living room...
and kitchen on one level, and 2 bedrooms on the other. The main feature is an open, 2-story loggia, meant to emphasize the feeling of a one-family house. In contrast to all the other high-rise structures, Schwippert’s building will not have skeleton construction. All exterior concrete walls are loadbearing, leaving the interior free of major supports. The total height is 72 feet, with $10^{\frac{1}{2}}$" exterior walls.

Other architects whose projects have been accepted for the International Building Exhibit are: Alexander Klein, Haifa; Guenther Gottwald, Berlin; Pierre Vago, Paris; Wassili Luckhardt, Berlin; Paul Schneider-Esleben, Düsseldorf; Egon Eiermann, Karlsruhe; Fritz Jaenecke, Sweden; Alvar Aalto, Finland; Willy Kreuer, Berlin; Gustav Hassenpflug, Hamburg; Raymond Lopez and Eugene Beaudoin, Paris; Kay Fisker, Copenhagen; Otto H. Senn, Switzerland; Franz Schuster, Vienna; Sep Ruf, Munich; and several more.

Not part of the Building Exhibit, but built to serve in conjunction with the festivities planned for 1957, is the Congress Hall by Hugh Stubbins, now under construction. Temporary exhibition halls will be erected on the old exhibition grounds around the radio tower to demonstrate new building material and techniques, display appliances and furniture under the time-honored cliché, “City of Tomorrow.” The “Interbau,” as the Building Exhibit has been abbreviated, will open July 6 and close September 29, 1957.
Reinhold Publishing Corporation's

ANNUAL P/A DESIGN AWARDS PROGRAM

for projects not yet built

PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE announces its fourth annual Design Awards Program, with AWARDS and CITATIONS to go to architects and their clients for PROJECTS NOW IN THE DESIGN STAGE to be built in 1957 in the United States. P/A believes that many fine design ideas need recognition in the period of design development more than after completion of the building. The Editors hope that this will encourage not only designers and owners of buildings so honored, but also others working on comparable commissions.

AWARDS will be given by a distinguished Jury to best projects chosen from ten categories—COMMERCE, EDUCATION, HEALTH, INDUSTRY, PUBLIC USE, RECREATION, RELIGION, RESIDENTIAL DESIGN, TOWN PLANNING AND REDEVELOPMENT, and INTERIOR DESIGN. Awards will be on the bases of site use, choice of structural system and materials, solution of client's program, and over-all design excellence. The Jury will assign projects to the various categories, and reserves the right to withhold an AWARD in any category, as well as to honor additional projects by CITATIONS.

FIRST DESIGN AWARD will be given for the one best project submitted.

JURY will be composed of Marcel Breuer, Architect; Gordon Bunshaft, Architect, partner of Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; Emil H. Praeger, Engineer, partner of Praeger-Kavanagh; Hugh A. Stubbins, Jr., Architect; and Harry M. Weese, Architect.
JUDGMENT will take place in New York during September, 1956. Winners of AWARDS and CITATIONS will be notified (confidentially) immediately after the Judgment.

ANNOUNCEMENT of winners of AWARDS and CITATIONS will be made at an Awards Dinner to be given in the home town (if practicable) of the recipient of the FIRST DESIGN AWARD. Winning projects will be presented in JANUARY 1957 P/A. In addition, as in past years, arrangements will be made by REINHOLD PUBLISHING CORPORATION to have the winning projects published in other magazines and newspapers, including particularly the media in home towns of all the AWARD and CITATION winners.

AUGUST 31, 1956, is the DEADLINE FOR MAILING. No application blanks are necessary. Simply send, for each project you submit, basic plans, pertinent sections, a site plan, 8” x 10” unmounted photographs or photostats of your renderings or models (no original renderings, exhibit panels, or models, please!), client’s name, location of the proposed building, and a brief explanation of your solution. Address, on or before AUGUST 31, 1956, to:

Awards Editor, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE
430 Park Avenue
New York 22, N. Y.

P/A will carefully guard and return all the material that is submitted.
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URBAN DESIGN

Condensed report of an invitation conference sponsored by Faculty and Alumni Association of Graduate School of Design, Harvard University, April 9-10, 1956.

SCOPE OF THE CONFERENCE:

“This Invitation Conference is intended to be exploratory, not didactic, and to try to find a common basis for the joint work of the Architect, the Landscape Architect and the City Planner in the field of Urban Design. In the minds of its sponsors, Urban Design is wider than the scope of these three professions, though all have vital contributions to make. In calling this Conference, the sponsors believe that others share their concern with the frequent absence of beauty and delight in the contemporary city. In much current development, mainly occupied with a quick return on investment, too little attention is given to these public needs; but there is a growing body of civic realization of the situation, of which evidence will be given at the Conference. The sponsors have avoided the term Civic Design as having, in the minds of many, too specialized or too grandiose a connotation. The professions, conscious of large scale projects ahead, have been doing considerable work in analysis and programming of urban development, providing the indispensable basis for the next stage: the shaping (or reshaping) of the American urban scene. A better knowledge of the coming physical form of the city will assist the framing of the necessary legislative and financial measures that can transform vision into reality. It is unlikely that any conclusions can be reached at this first exploratory Conference, and other meetings will have to follow.”

JOSE LUIS SERT (Dean, Graduate School of Design): Our American cities, after a period of rapid growth and suburban sprawl, have come of age and acquired responsibilities that the boom towns of the past never knew. Meanwhile, city planning has developed as a new science; city planners today are concerned with the structure of the city, its process of growth and decay, and the study of all the factors—geographic, social, political and economic—which have shaped the city. We know more about the problems of our cities than we ever did before the methods of research and analysis were adopted in this field. In fact, in late years, the scientific phase has been more emphasized than the artistic one. This may be due to a natural reaction against past practice, when city planning was based on the superficial “city beautiful” approach, which ignored the roots of the problems and attempted only window-dressing effects. Urban design is that part of city planning which deals with the physical form of the city. This is the most creative phase of city planning and that in which imagination and artistic capacities can play a more important part. It may also be in some respects the most difficult and controversial phase; and because of all these factors it has been less explored than other aspects. With the new approach to architecture, landscape architecture, road engineering and city planning, accepted formulas had to be thrown overboard. It is logical that the changes in all these fields have developed independently, each group trying to establish a new set of principles and a new language of forms. It now seems equally logical that the progress in the different professions be brought closer together, so that a synthesis can be achieved in terms of urban design. I do believe that now, after many years of individual, isolated work, we are logically coming to an era of synthesis. Like the instruments in an orchestra, these elements of urban design all have their parts to play in the total performance. The result must be harmonious and cannot be reached by individual competition. I believe we are conscious that city planners, landscape architects and architects can be only part of a larger team of specialists required to solve urban design problems; but I also believe that our three professions are already very close and that it may be easier first to come to an agreement among ourselves and then, later on, discuss the participation and relationship of the other specialists who should complete the team. The urban designer must first of all believe in cities, their importance and their value to human progress and culture. We must be urban minded. In late years we have heard much about the evils of the city—of its being a breeding place for crime, juvenile delinquency, prostitution, disease, and, of course, traffic congestion. To leave the city and live outside it has become a goal; everything good and healthy has become suburbanite. To solve the problems of the cities, our earlier city planners turned their backs to them. I should like to make a case for the city. We cannot deny that there is an American culture which is both civic and urban. The flowering of New England is inconceivable without Boston as a center. Had Philadelphia, Chicago and San Francisco not become real cities—centers of culture and learning, as well as business centers—America would not be the great country it is today. Along with over-crowded slums and ruthless speculation, we have also inherited great centers of learning, museums, medical centers, entertainment centers, which are the result of an urban culture. The younger generation in this country (perhaps resembling their grandparents rather than their parents) is less suburban minded than its elders, as it has become aware that the uncontrolled sprawl of our communities only aggravates their problems, and that the solution lies in re-shaping the city as a whole. The necessary process is not one of decentralization, but one of re-centralization. I believe that there is going to be a reversal of trends in the coming years, as interest grows in the problems of the city proper. If we are going to co-ordinate all of our efforts toward these problems of making the city a better place in which to live, and if we do not want to make the central city simply a place of business or commerce or traffic movement, then we shall have to find in man and his needs and spiritual aspirations, the measure and guide to our designs. I should recommend that all of us concerned with the problems of urban design consider man as the center of this problem; that respect for all things human be taken as the guiding factor.

"Compare Harvard Yard with Harvard Square. In Harvard Yard the buildings are harmonious, dignified and well-scaled. The relationship to the open spaces they define is correct—Beyond the gate there is only noise, disorder, lack of visual balance, and lack of harmony."
attitudes toward urban design

RICHARD J. NEUTRA: In the program of reshaping the American urban scene we need to realize that the whole world at this moment is invaded by "Americanism" in terms of the urban scene, and that there is a common ground among the non-Americans (maybe the "un-Americans") who are quite unanimous about our virtues, which are supposed to be an industrial technical know-how, and that we have the dough. There seems to be unanimity from Pakistan to Denmark on this subject. Where do we get with this? There is no doubt that there are more satisfactory cities everywhere in the world than there are in this country. This is a terrible thought, but it is the truth. I am shaken to the heart when I think of the many urbanistic disasters that are now being perpetrated in the name of this industrial civilization all around the globe, and I must add that this civilization is spear-headed by our country. I was impressed by the remarks of President Pusey, in opening this conference, about Alfred North Whitehead, who had predicted that the new era will not be concerned so much with unorganic matters as with the biological approach. Our civilization today is characterized by such speed and velocity that it does not seem to fit in very much with the long-range approach of the biological scheme of things. This is exactly our problem when we come to the urban scene. The urban landscape which we want to improve by our artifacts is in the first place a phenomenon to be understood on a biological basis. This landscape surrounds us and, as I like to point out, permeates us. We know now that the individual is not separable from it. This is not a philosophical thought, but one entirely borne out by current science. There is no separation of the environment and the individual, and the individual cannot truthfully be separated from the group. We are anchored to the landscape by our sensitivities. First of all, we have eyes which can reach to the stars. We are able to visualize very distant areas of space. Certain attempts are made to get along with as little sunshine, as little air as possible (to get bigger revenues). But there is no doubt that human beings need certain visual satisfactions and that they are deprived, if without them. We have a great need of long-distance accommodation for our eyes: people living in small, cramped quarters are hurt by being unable to satisfy this need. Then there is the thermal sense which is also a long-range sense and connects us with the sun; the sense of radiation that is built into our skin. The city planner can do a lot for this. There is the sense of acceleration in our inner ear, whether we do a lot for this. There is the sense of radiation that is harmonious and valid. This is exactly our problem when we come to the urban scene. The urban landscape which we want to improve by our artifacts is in the first place a phenomenon to be understood on a biological basis. This landscape surrounds us and, as I like to point out, permeates us. We know now that the individual is not separable from it. This is not a philosophical thought, but one entirely borne out by current science. There is no separation of the environment and the individual, and the individual cannot truthfully be separated from the group. We are anchored to the landscape by our sensitivities. First of all, we have eyes which can reach to the stars. We are able to visualize very distant areas of space. Certain attempts are made to get along with as little sunshine, as little air as possible (to get bigger revenues). But there is no doubt that human beings need certain visual satisfactions and that they are deprived, if without them. We have a great need of long-distance accommodation for our eyes: people living in small, cramped quarters are hurt by being unable to satisfy this need. Then there is the thermal sense which is also a long-range sense and connects us with the sun; the sense of radiation that is built into our skin. The city planner can do a lot for this. There is the sense of acceleration in our inner ear, whether we do a lot for this. There is the sense of radiation that is harmonious and valid.

1857 CENTRAL PARK, NEW YORK (left). Frederick Law Olmsted planned for Central Park the first fully developed system of separated traffic lanes: grade separations along the "traverse roads", to prevent interference from city traffic.

1920 WELWYN GARDEN CITY, ENGLAND (right). Louis de Soissons designed this second "Garden City" built on the principles of Ebenezer Howard. Widespread use was made of the cul-de-sac, a motif introduced by Sir Raymond Unwin and Barry Parker. Characteristics of the Welwyn Garden cul-de-sacs: length about 200 ft, unified planting, frontage.
forces that are shaping cities today

LADISLAS SEGOE: The simile of an orchestra with city planning is an intriguing one. There are always some players in an orchestra who feel that the role of the conductor is rather superfluous, but those of us who listen, feel that the conductor has an important part to play. But before he can conduct, someone must have provided a score, and the problem remains who should be the composer and who should be the conductor? JOSE LUIS SERT: It is true that someone has to write the score. There is a program that has to be written, after a very careful analytical study of the conditions of a community. This program has to be written not only by the people who have done the analysis but also with the help of those who are going to do the synthesis. This program—this score—would have to remain flexible, contrary to that for an orchestra, because we operate within a considerable period of time, and with a living organism—the city—where conditions are constantly being modified. But if everything is once assembled in correct proportion in a score, the work—allowing for all modifications—will benefit. There will have to be a conductor also, or rather conductors, who will take different parts of the work as their presence is more useful to its progress. ROBERT LITTLE: I'm not sure it is an orchestra. If the score is not yet written and we are not sure who is leading it, it sounds more like a bop session, which would be fun. WILLIAM MUSCHENHEIM: Since we are talking about orchestras there must, I suppose, be soloists which in our case might be the sculptors and painters. I think they should have a part to play in any city development. GARRETT ECKBO: The urban landscape has no boundaries—it is a continuous thing—but all of us, as architects, are conditioned by our jobs to work within isolated fragments. We will have to learn to work in terms of continuity of design, which doesn't have boundaries. This should lead to a major change in attitude, an enriching in detail, a breaking down of scale. JOSE LUIS SERT: I also have the feeling that a lot of the work being done in architecture and city planning is scale-less. We design things that look very well as models, or blown down to magazine-page size, but very bad when blown up to full size. We can actually have today as much richness as ever before, but we are accepting buildings that do not have the human value and the visual impact they should have if thought about more carefully in terms of the man in the street who looks at them and moves around them.

LLOYD RODWIN: If we were to evaluate the forces that shape our cities we would have to examine all the functions—economic, social, political, and technological—which affect the three-dimensional urban environment. But we are disturbed rather, in this Conference, by the failures of urban design, by “the frequent absence of beauty and delight in the contemporary city.” Let me draw your attention to three facts. The first fact, alas, is a sad one: the architects, planners, and landscape architects rank among the least important of the forces involved. It’s true that a lot of bad urban design has been perpetrated by these professions. But, over the long pull, these problems would seem to be their principal professional responsibility. The second fact, unless I have overlooked some important portents; the basic trends appear to favor a renaissance of urban design. With income rising—technical innovations—increased social responsibility—extension of public power—to a much larger extent than is realized, the socio-economic and political log jams have been broken. The third fact: these possibilities could be and generally are watered away in policies and regulations without imagination, in development without taste. Material progress has reached the masses fairly quickly and has produced useful but vulgar improvements. But, beyond a certain point, the masses will seek better quality and more satisfying urban environments. However, even though the consumer can generally get most of the things he wants, what he wants is not too clear. The consumer's quest for privacy, for open spaces, for good schools and a more adequate environment has given him suburbia, a poor and an unworthy monument for contemporary urban design, as are most of our shopping and industrial areas. Producers, too, who sometimes know better, have shrugged away most of their responsibilities by referring to the compulsive tyranny of the “market.” Who are, or who should be the tastemakers in urban design? I would have thought they should be found in the urban design professions, but what evidence is there that these professions really do have much to contribute today to urban design? What are they doing now to justify the role they would like to have? I wonder if urban design is being held back by the thinness of its intellectual or artistic capital?
The universities and the design professions are partly responsible. At present, urban design rarely comes within the line of vision of the typical university student; and few graduates of the planning and architectural schools ever encounter these problems, let alone wrestle with them. We live in an unusual period: what we want can be made to happen. If the design profession could kindle among its practitioners the same passion and insight for gracious and large-scale urban design they now have for contemporary architecture or the planning process—and if this ferment could be geared to modify the public taste—the effect might become the most stirring force in transforming our cities into centers of fancy and delight. There is no need to look for a scapegoat. The solution lies in our own backyard. CHARLES ABRAMS: The history of civilization from Memphis, Egypt, to Memphis, Tennessee, is recorded in the rise and fall of the cities. Our city boundaries were laid out for horses and it was the limits a horse could draw a fire truck that set its bounds. The automobile can now pass through the city in a tenth of the time, but the borders still hold to the old equine limits. Out of the metropolis now stretch the Great Necks, Little Necks, Throggs Necks, and Teanecks, pouring new caravans of indented Plymouths filled with white workers from urbia, suburbia, exurbia, and super-urbia. Into the centers of cities they had deserted pour the darker workers, filling the abandoned houses with stream upon stream of the new darker migrants. With almost no new housing built for them, the overcrowding by non-whites is six times as great as of whites. And against this irrepressible momentum and amid what should be land plenty for an industrial world, the cities are finding themselves at last landlocked, land poor, and land hungry. The flat or gently undulating land at their outskirts, once available to them by accession, is needed for airports, golf courses, cemeteries and parks, one-story factories, greenbelts, suburbs, and political status quo. The new suburbs, with their thousands of little links circum-scribing the teeming, heaving cities, now proclaim the no-trespass sign. Secure in their new autonomy, they ban the new migrant as an outlaw, though insisting upon free access into the city for themselves and their horseless caravans. Even within the city the landlocked areas protected against unwelcome intrusions emphasizing the scarcity of land for those who most need it. Armed with the new powers of the political revolution, the city valiantly tries tearing down slums and challenging the heights once reserved for church-spires and prayer. Urban development, redevelopment, renewal, rehabilitation are now all within its great power-compass, and the darker newcomers are shunted about under its mighty exercises. But no solution seems in sight, for overcrowding invites more overcrowding as the influx continues and as no additional dwellings are supplied. The four-room slum becomes the three-room slum, the three-room slum, the two-room efficiency, the two-room efficiency, the one-room dormitory. Simultaneously, the one-story slum becomes the ten-family furnished-room house, which in turn soon gives way to the 400-family housing project. Tossed into this world of grim reality, comes the architectural graduate with six years of irrelevant information on cities and the city planner with two, both with little knowledge of finance or the ramified exercises of government power. Among the consequences of the four revolutions I have mentioned are obsolete codes, absolute financing restrictions, and resolute zoning laws which are the real arbiters of the city's destiny. Legislative architecture, financial tyrannies, and social and political taboos design our houses, locate our industries, and harden our traffic arteries. If anyone challenges this, I ask him how much ingenuity the architect has under the FHA manual. Can Frank Lloyd Wright build a public housing project on land costing $5 a square foot at $2,500 per room cost that will not look like a housing project? With the economies of the elevator dictating nothing else but a six- or a thirteen-story project and the legislative limitation on per-room cost (which means using only a certain-size brick and a certain-size room) will Wright's project in New York look different from Neutra's and Neutra's look different from Sert's? Assuming that an urban redevelopment subsidy writes down land cost from $10 a square foot to zero, will the passion of the redeveloper for maximum profit with minimum outlay persuade him to build on only 20 percent of the lot for the sake of the future? Was Stuyvesant Town the architect's fault or the natural result of Metropolitan Life's calculation that, since New York City gave tax exemption on the building, the greater the building coverage, the more the tax exemption? Is the private developer expected to build monuments to civilization or to maximum milkability? Will the entrepreneur, tooled for profit retool for prestige? And if government puts the building departments of America in the hands of Lewis Mumford, will the private developers build? If the answer is "yes," what, I ask, happened to rental housing when the government put thumbs down on the bail-out? We are living in a society of pressures—pressure cookers, pressure salesmanship, pressure politics, financial pressure, mortgage pressures, racial pres-

1928 RADBURN, NEW JERSEY (left). To meet the needs of living with the automobile, Henry Wright and Clarence Stein evolved this plan. Its main features are: the superblock; specialized roads planned and built for one use instead of for all uses; complete separation of pedestrian and automobile traffic; park as heart of neighborhood. 1945 ST. DÉ, FRANCE (acrosspage). "The new plan by Le Corbusier for this war-devastated city contained eight tall apartment blocks, each fully equipped with communal services in the manner of the Unité d'Habitation at Marseilles, and a new civic center freed from all vehicular traffic. This pedestrian center was the first physical expression of the emerging idea of the 'core.' The social function of the new community centers or cores is primarily that of uniting the people and facilitating direct contacts and exchange of ideas that will stimulate free discussion. People meet to-day in our cities in the most unfavorable conditions. . . . These planned community meeting places could establish a frame within which a new civic life and a healthy civic spirit could develop. . . . We are not talking of things that are entirely new, for such centers once existed in our cities and what came out of them has shaped our civilization. Free thinking is not a product of press, radio or television . . . it was born in the meeting places of the people."  

JOSE LUIS SERT
sures, social and population pressures, and high blood pressures. In two trips around the world, I have found that the more developed a country is, the worse its housing problem; the more primitive, the less its housing problem. In the bush area of the Gold Coast, I saw a reasonably well-planned village, with as little coverage of the land as the women had on their bodies. They lived in one-story buildings (the roofs were hard and flat), forming a street leading directly from the road. There was ample yard space and cool shelter. The tribal system was nearer to a co-operative than any in America, land was free, and building materials were nearby. A house built by our Neolithic ancestors after they had discovered the flint ax, with pitched roof and fireplace, on 900 square feet, would bring $1,500 a season, today, in Miami. This doesn’t mean that I want to go back to tribal existence! I do mean that part of the price of civilization in our cities is poor housing, bad architecture, and horrible planning; that slums are inevitable in face of mass migrations; that Sir Raymond Unwin’s statement that nothing is gained by overcrowding doesn’t apply to a private enterprise society. There is a lot gained by overcrowding, many lots. A profit system exacts its price for the other values it produces. In the absence of atomic clearance as a substitute for the more sluggish slum clearance, we can still rebuild parts of our cities a little better here and there—at a price. The political revolution has released all the constitutional powers we need to do anything the designer wants to achieve. Macy’s can condemn Gimbel’s as a part of urban redevelopment, if only Moses consents. All that is needed are the funds and the simple legislation and that’s a function of political pressures. The problem today is mainly one of know-how in the art of political pressures—to get the thing done. **GYORGY KEPES:** Our knowledge about legal, political, or technical issues in the action pattern are basically defined for us by the value scale that we develop for ourselves. And this value scale, on the other hand, is certainly defined by the images that we create about ourselves and about our relation to the world around us. If we cannot find a real understanding, a real image of our role in the universe, I think all these wonderful tools and this wonderful equipment cannot come to full use. We are all speaking today about being out-of-scale with the world around us—things are moving faster than we can grasp, things are becoming bigger and more complex, and we can’t understand and organize them. Somehow the old structure principle, the old images, the old way of seeing are not adequate to handle these large dimensions. How can we get away from our inherited and evidently limited values? What we call the esthetic experience—the experience of the sensibilities, the ability to perceive the total in an ordered form—must be channeled to the broad scale of experience that we are here talking about. One of the ways of doing this, it seems to me, is to read the frustration and the expressive kind of protest against the frustrated, distorted world, in the work of the last perhaps 100 years of art. It was not by accident that in the beginning of the last century, as the first slums with their smoke and dirt blotted out the sunshine and the richness of color, Constable and Turner created a world full of color and movement as something that tried to regain the lost paradise. It was not by accident that the last phase of our visual arts has been the almost frantic search to find a new meaning to structure, a new order aspect. It was also not by accident that in recent years in this country there has been a movement which makes hero-worship of the kinesthetic pleasure—a joy in playing with the pigment, just trying to feel the movement of the hand. It is a clear record that in our mechanized world we need a new type of sensibility, a new type of response. One of the more important aspects of creating a better urban environment is to open the eyes of the man who is involved in design to these values which have been gradually and in a very stuttering way developed in the work of the painters, the sculptors, and those other people who have been perhaps more frustrated, perhaps more sensitive in responding to the difficulties of the surroundings. **HIDEO SASAKI:** I should like to dwell on one significant force instrumental in shaping the city, which I think needs mentioning; and this force is that of the designers. I maintain that since the visual aspect of a city is only that which is created, it is obvious that to a large degree the individuals mentioned are most responsible for the ultimate expression of the urban environment. While it is true that in many instances the restrictions imposed by the client upon design are such that nothing other than mediocre design is possible, I believe that there are opportunities enough where good design may be executed so that significant contribution may be made to improve our urban environment today. Since I have taken the prerogative of speaking of design as good or bad, perhaps I should give some reasons for such judgments. The chief faults in design may be: 1. Eclecticism without meaning. Often under the guise of architectural harmony, stylistic conformity of present periods as well as the past is willingly, or sometimes unwillingly, practiced. 2. Monumentality without meaning; or lack of scale. The
so-called modern buildings clad in steel and glass too often lack any sense of being related to human beings. While it is true that in our times we have developed a technological scale, which may express a dimension never witnessed before, it is still true, none the less, that it is the human animal who must live in and understand this creation. 3. Lack of relationship with surroundings; or emphasis on the spectacular. If we take an attitude of awareness of the situation in which a creation is to be placed, we may choose to be humble on the one hand, or on the other we may choose to be quite bold and daring. But the notion that each and every building must be different than anything ever done before is, to me, an abhorrent design notion. LADISLAS SEGOE: Our national pattern of urbanization is very largely a product of transportation. It has been as much responsible as any other factor in furthering the concentration of greater and greater proportions of our population into a small number of larger and larger cities and metropolitan regions. While new forms of transport and successive advancements in transport technology created increased possibilities for diffusion, the policies and practices pursued by private enterprise in the providing of facilities and the fixing of charges had the greater weight and operated toward further concentration. Some governmental efforts toward control have been exercised through various Federal and State agencies; but these have accomplished little to redirect the concentrating influences. Long-distance transportation instrumentalities affect the city largely through terminal facilities—docks, wharves, railroad stations, and yards, etc.

The major community problem here is to bring such facilities into harmony with the long-range plans for the desirable development of the community, to guard against conflicts and poor locations, and to correct the present multiplicity and even superfluity of terminals within urban areas. Transportation and traffic considerations within the city or urban region played hardly any part in the layout of the original street systems of our cities. The initial relief from residential congestion near the heart of the city, made possible by mass transportation facilities, was soon counter-balanced by the congestion of traffic itself. Maladjustments due to past traffic policies include over-concentration of population and extremely high real estate values in some areas; undue dispersion, vacant land and falling property values in others; and excessive costs of public service resulting from the difficulties in transacting business. In recent decades the general ownership of the automobile and wide-spread use of the truck have produced drastic changes in the growth-pattern of cities. The earlier compact and even congested cities "exploded" over the countryside. However, what little relief was brought to intensively developed centers through such decentralization was soon overshadowed by traffic and parking congestion induced by the same motor vehicles. A new national policy with respect to transportation facilities, implemented by appropriate Federal and State regulatory agencies, with specific proposals subject to review by local planning agencies, is needed if we are to find solutions to these problems of urban design raised by transportation. Dynamic elements in our technology and our social structure still afford many opportunities to utilize transportation as an instrument in a desirable pattern of urbanization. It is my contention that most of the legal and administrative tools for doing this job exist or can be obtained, but that they are not utilized effectively, even where they are available. JANE JACOBS (Associate Editor, Architectural Forum): Planners and architects are apt to think, in an orderly way, of stores as a straightforward matter of supplies and services—commercial space. But stores in city neighborhoods are much more complicated creatures which have evolved a much more complicated function. They are a big portion of the glue that makes an urban neighborhood a community instead of a dormitory. A store is also a storekeeper. One supermarket can replace 30 neighborhood delicatessens, fruit stands, groceries, and butchers, as a Housing Authority planner explains. But it cannot replace 30 storekeepers, or even one. The stores themselves are social centers—especially the bars, candy stores, and diners. A store is also often an empty store front. Into these fronts go all manner of churches, clubs, and mutual uplift societies. These storefront activities are enormously valuable. They are the institutions that people create, themselves. If you are a nobody, and you don't know anybody who isn't a nobody, the only way you can make yourself heard in a large city is through certain well defined channels. These channels all begin in hole-in-the-wall. They start in Mike's barber shop or the hole-in-the-wall office of a man called "Judge," and they go on to the Thomas Jefferson Democratic Club where Councilman Favini holds court, and now you are started on up. It all takes an incredible number of confabs. The physical provisions for this kind of process cannot conceivably be formalized. When the holes-in-the-wall disappear, several different things can happen. If you look at Stuyvesant Town in New York, you can clearly see one result. That development is now surrounded by an unplanned, chaotic, prosperous belt of stores.
the camp followers around the Stuyvesant barracks. A good planner could handle that belt. But beyond this, is an even more chaotic area, is another belt. Tucked in here are the hand-to-mouth co-operative nursery schools, the ballet classes, the do-it-yourself workshops, the little exotic stores which are among the great charms of a city. This same process happens whether the population is middle income, like Stuyvesant Town, or low income, like East Harlem. Do you see what this means? Some very important sides of city life, much of the charm, the creative social activity and the vitality shift over to the old vestigial areas because there is literally no place for them in the new scheme of things. This is a ludicrous situation, and it ought to give planners the shivers. There are degrees to which all this can be better or worse. Putting in shopping centers, defining neighborhood units in proper geographic and population scale, mixing income groups and types of housing, and being very sensitive about just where the bulldozers go, are all basic. There is already thinking, if not much action, about these matters. I would like to add four suggestions. First, go back and look at some lively old parts of the city. Notice the tenement with the stoop and sidewalk and how that stoop and sidewalk belong to the people there. A living room is not a substitute; this is a different facility. Second, I think planners must become much more socially astute about the zoning of stores and the spotting of stores. Fortunately, in retail business, economic and social astuteness can make fine allies if given a chance. Third, architects must make the most out of such fortuitous social facilities as laundries, mailbox conglomerations, and the adult hangouts at playgrounds. Much can be done to play up instead of play down the gregarious side of these seemingly trivial conveniences. Fourth, we need far more care with outdoor space. It is not enough that unallocated space serve as a sort of easel against which to display the fine art of the buildings. In most urban development plans, the unbuilt space is a giant bore. The Gratiot plan for Detroit by Stonorov, Gruen, and Yamasaki (which is not to be built), the Southwest Washington plan by I. M. Pei, and some of the Philadelphia work, such as Louis Kahn's Mill Creek, are unusual exceptions. The outdoor space should be at least as vital as the slum sidewalk. We are greatly misled, I think by talk about bringing the suburb into the city. The city has its own peculiar virtues and we will do it no service by trying to beat it into some inadequate imitation of the noncity. The starting point must be study of whatever is workable, whatever has charm, and above all, whatever has vitality, in city life, and these are the first qualities that must be given new firmness, commodity and delight in the rebuilt city. LEWIS MUMFORD: If this conference does nothing else it can at least go home and report on the absolute folly of creating a physical structure at the price of destroying the intimate social structure of a community's life. It would then think better of the sort of projects I see so often on the drawing boards of the schools, and begin with the intimate body of the community as something that has to be preserved at all costs; and then find its equivalent modern form in a sufficiently economical fashion to be available to the shopkeepers and others.

problems of implementation

FREDERICK ADAMS (City and Regional Planning, MIT): It is natural in considering the problems of implementation of urban design that we look first at what can be done through legislation. During the past half century we have added to the ordinary controls over building construction and sanitation such legislative devices as zoning, master planning, subdivision control, and urban redevelopment or renewal. Zoning developed in response to a desire to avoid the evils of congestion and the mixing of uncongenial land and building uses. It is admittedly restrictive in form, but there is no inherent reason why zoning regulations should discourage imaginative urban design; adjustments are constantly being made to meet the requirements for new building types or construction techniques. On the positive side, zoning provides a degree of stability and order to residential and commercial areas. Esthetic factors do now play an important part—at least indirectly—in zoning. The uncongeniality of many land and building uses being a factor of their design rather than their particular type, the stringency of zoning regulations could be drastically reduced if a greater measure of control could be exercised over the architectural design of buildings. It is almost impossible to write standards of good design into a piece of legislation; yet if officials are to be given broad discretion over such matters it is necessary that some specific
standards of guidance be provided to those administering the regulations. Two developments in the field of zoning have come about in response to this desire. One is the establishment of historic zones in some of our older cities, in which approval is required by a board of architectural control before a building can be erected. Another type of esthetic control has recently found favor in a number of suburban communities, the objective of which is to prevent excessive uniformity or dissimilarity of architectural design. Here the issues at stake are much more controversial and the methods of accomplishment more subject to criticism on the basis of the degree of esthetic discretion which should be granted to an administrative board. A few weeks ago, the capital of one of our mid-western States adopted an ordinance of this type, forbidding a building permit to any single-family residence “if the exterior architectural appeal and functional plan of the proposed structure will, when erected, be so at variance with or so similar to” others in the neighborhood as to “cause a substantial depreciation in the property values of said neighborhood.” Plans and elevations must be posted; objections can be filed by property owners within a radius of one mile from the proposed structure; and the power of action rests with a City Building Board consisting of the City Engineer, the Planning Director, and the Park Superintendent. Obviously such methods have been developed in response to local demands for control over large-scale operations by speculative builders and, so far, have not been ruled unconstitutional by the courts. For significant improvement in the quality of urban design, a more positive approach is needed, which I think can come only from a better understanding of individual and collective responsibilities on the part of all those in a position to influence future patterns of urban growth. Master plan legislation requires a community to subject private and public improvements to scrutiny in relation to a long-range, comprehensive program for future development. As a master plan provides a basis for zoning regulations, it is an important element in determining the framework within which the urban designer works. “Its primary justification,” Prof. Charles M. Haar wrote recently in an article in the Harvard Law Review, “is an assumption that the interdependence of land uses in an industrialized society makes necessary municipal controls over private property.” Effective administration of a master plan, with an intelligent use of subdivision control powers, should enable a planning agency to guide private and public development along lines which would provide maximum flexibility in urban design. Perhaps an even greater opportunity for such application is provided by urban renewal and redevelopment legislation. Here it is possible to control the actual form of the completed project and surrounding neighborhood, rather than to depend solely on a set of ground rules aimed primarily at discouraging buildings or uses considered to be detrimental. It is obvious that, whatever strides are made in planning legislation and administrative practice, the net effect will be insignificant unless private developers and the public at large co-operate in attaining higher standards of urban design. Much can be done by practitioners in architecture, landscape architecture and city planning to show their clients that good urban design costs no more—and frequently less—than bad or mediocre design. But until the average citizen recognizes it as a factor of considerable importance in his way of life, and is willing to express himself forcibly on the subject at the political level, there is little hope of reversing the present trend toward rampant individualism and commercialism. The raising of standards of public taste, then, should be the keynote of any campaign to improve the quality of urban design, and in such a campaign the design professions have an important part to play. They must also, however, concentrate more on improving their own proficiency in the design of large groups of buildings and the spaces around them, in order that they will be adequately prepared to meet the public demand for higher standards when it comes. Whatever lies ahead, it seems to me that technological advancement in the field of transportation calls for some rethinking of our concept of urban scale. The rapidly changing vistas of the city and the suburb, observed from the seat of an automobile or bus, are at least as important as are the street scenes observed by the pedestrian, in his ramble from his parking space to his office or shop. The downtown shopping district, adequate for the gaslight and Keystone Cop era, still attempts to perform a multi-purpose function far beyond its capability, as it attempts to meet the spiraling demands of through traffic, local traffic, parking, deliveries, and mass transit—not to mention the locally pedestrian. Some form of segregation, of the constitutional variety, would seem to be the answer—but it should be based on ideas developed by urban designers, rather than on the efficiency standards of the “systems engineer” or the police department. I believe we have the legislation necessary to put such ideas into effect; but, failing their exposition in terms understandable to the layman, we cannot blame the city fathers for their lack of imagination.
1953 BOGOTA, COLOMBIA. This plan designed by Le Corbusier and Sert and Wiener was perhaps the first for a large city to include detailed layouts for the changes proposed within each residential area. The city was first divided into 34 community units of 35,000 to 65,000 persons, each large enough to support a complement of urban services, and it was around these that the road structure was determined. These community units were then designed in detail, the principle employed being to establish acceptable standards of measurement for different categories of dwelling types schools, markets, small urban centers, and open spaces, as well as a carefully differentiated system of roads. Small civic nuclei (cores) were strategically located with public plaza, theater, library, health center, shopping area, market place, and open general-purpose auditorium. Schools were located in park strips running through all residential districts. The roadways were categorized as $V_1$, $V_2$, an $V_3$—limited-access throughways dividing the community units; $V_4$—commercial streets dividing the units; $V_5$—distributor streets connecting each neighborhood; $V_6$—service streets within the neighborhoods; $V_7$—footpaths. Short footpaths to dwellings were widely used to reduce public street area and increase public open space. It was found that the use of these consistent measuring elements made possible a great variety of layout treatment—formal, informal, compact, and loosely planned—according to the local conditions in each area, while never departing from the accepted planning criteria.

**is urban design possible today?**

FRANCIS VIOLICH (University of California): Urban design, to my way of thinking, is the coordination of elements of the city in a three-dimensional sense. For this we have to know the power structure behind the elements we are trying to co-ordinate. We offer San Francisco as a case study. Along with the downtown Freeway proposal there suddenly came $2,000,000 to make the Ferry Building into a historic monument and to provide a park in front of it to make a proper setting for the building. Knowing that this was going to happen, a group of influential citizens in the community formed a committee for a Ferry Building Park, went to the AIA and to the California Association of Landscape Architects and asked to have an action committee set up to study the possibility of a park. This was formed, headed by Vernon DeMars and Theodore Osmundson, and its solution showed that if the Freeway were curved at this point, an oval shaped park could be created. At this point the Department of Public Works became greatly upset because the freeway plans were all finished. These indicated a two-story, eight-lane, 60-ft high, straight concrete structure which would be placed about 70 ft out from the face of the Ferry Building. At this point, the citizens began to get worried and the newspaper began to take a stand. Eventually, after all the fighting was over, it appeared that the Board of Supervisors approved unanimously the straight freeway and also asked for the waterfront State Park, even though the State people had said there won't be any park if the Freeway is straight! As a result, the whole business has been sent up to the State Capitol. Here are some points of view which we have deduced from this experience: first, the galaxy of conflicting and overlapping authorities—in our case 30; second, the dominance of engineering mentality; third, politics—that is, the elected officials making decisions based on the strongest pressure interests rather than on technical or professional judgments; fourth, the “frontier mentality”: fifth (which underlies all of these) is the basic lack of cultural framework for urban design; sixth, the lack of traditional professional involvement in urban design (this is criticising the AIA and AIP for not having come forward, to take a strong stand on this issue as professional groups); last, and most important, the lack of mechanics for co-ordinating three-dimensional planning at the urban design level. On the favorable side, we have in California lots of money. Able and professional personnel is available—unfortunately not used. City planning as a process is now well established in city government. Public interest and concern were expressed in the large number of letters and large attendance at meetings. I believe that we can have urban design in the U.S.A. in spite of these problems, but we must be realistic in order to overcome them. We must set up machinery to take full advantage of our potentials, machinery within local government to achieve three-dimensional design. We need to develop the urban design function as a part of the general city-planning process. We need to bring up the whole phase of three-dimensional design to the same level we have developed in our general planning.

FREDERICK ADAMS: I think Francis Violich gave us an excellent case study, but I do feel that it was primarily a question of timing. If an engineering department has been left in ignorance to go ahead with detailed working drawings and developed a certain enthusiasm or affection for what it is doing, I think it is too late to deprive the engineers, at the end, by a sudden change. I think that the planning agency, even if it hasn't official authority, should make it its task to find out what things of importance are cooking, and see to it that any conflicts of this sort are aired as soon as possible.
Urban Designs of Today

David L. Lawrence (Mayor of Pittsburgh): Perhaps the city is technically obsolete. In our grand design for Pittsburgh we don’t think so. We think that civilization cannot be a string of country villas, or a sprawl across the landscape of incomplete satellites revolving around nothing. We think there must be a center where the highest skills may congregate and exchange ideas and services; where the rare and the beautiful may be exalted; where the art of administration may be practiced; where the human need for mingling with one’s fellows can be met. Downtown Pittsburgh has been tremendously changed in this last decade. It has been ripped apart, opened up, demolished, and rebuilt on more than a quarter of its area. At the Point, where the rivers join to form the Ohio, an area of 36 acres, once solidly built upon, has been cleared for the Point State Park (below). Two existing bridges will be torn down; two new ones built. The Park must be crossed by a vital highway interchange, and a major design effort has been made to prevent the highway from destroying Park values. It will outline the boundaries of Fort Duquesne, reconstruct the Monongahela bastion of Fort Pitt, house an historic museum, and be planted with the flora that existed in the river bottoms of Western Pennsylvania 200 years ago. Having recaptured something of the past in Point Park, we move toward the future in adjoining Gateway Center—a 23-acre non-Federal redevelopment project. The Equitable Life Assurance Society, the redeveloper, has built itself three buildings there, and the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and the Bell Telephone Company of Pennsylvania are now constructing office buildings on land purchased from Equitable. Parklike appearance is contractually assured, as are adequate off-street parking and harmonious building uses. Gateway Center and Point Park will actually give us something unique in urban life—a greenbelt border for a central business district. In the very heart of the Pittsburgh business district, where the working population is most dense and the land use most intensive, we have also been able to create our first openness through the construction of Mellon Square Park. Its utilitarian use is the underground parking of more than 800 cars. It forms a plaza for the new Mellon Bank-U. S. Steel Building and Alcoa Building, and for old neighbors—the Oliver Building and the William Penn Hotel. To make Mellon Square possible, the foundation of the Mellon family gave the City a gift of more than $4 millions. A whole city block was bought and cleared. Our Urban Redevelopment Authority has just made its first sales agreements for properties in the Lower Hill district. The total cost of this project, which will clear and redevelop 95 acres of blighted area that form the base of our Triangle may well exceed $100 millions in public and private funds. It is a project which involves massive slum clearance. The site plan provides for a diversity of uses—a new street pattern, a consolidation of parcels into large areas susceptible of commercial and apartment development with relatively low land coverage, parking, the center-piece of the project—the Public Auditorium—and other recreational and cultural uses. A city must have some place for its people to assemble. Television, with all its wonders and its errors, is not a complete substitute for flesh and blood. To keep the city in human scale, this central meeting place is part of our urban design. In my judgment, the redevelopment of the Lower Hill—a giant bite from the core of the city—will be the greatest of our Pittsburgh projects. These plans are not of a future vague and undefined. They are being carried out; each month and year sees them advance. It is our hope that the talent of the architect, the landscape architect and the city planner will never fail us. They will not be in-
fallible and without human error, but as one city administrator, I hope to work always to give them a chance to do the best that is in them. FRITZ GUTHEIM: ... is there a general plan that attempts to sort out these many different projects and relate them to each other? DAVID L. LAWRENCE: Yes, we have a Master Plan of Pittsburgh. . . . WALTER BOGNER: What is the situation in Pittsburgh when, no doubt, a great amount of additional land is taken out of income production for taxes and put into parks, to improve the community? DAVID L. LAWRENCE: The increase in value of the area surrounding the park, the apartments, garages, and other institutions will more than make up for lost taxes in that area. SAMUEL HOLSEY: What controls, if any, are you imposing in your region to prevent the deterioration of fringe areas in the development as marginal and sub-marginal tenants move from one area to another? DAVID L. LAWRENCE: A great many of the people that moved from the downtown area to the north or the southside built new buildings, and really removed blight in the areas they went into. ARTHUR McVOY (Director, Baltimore Planning Commission): Do you think that it would have been possible to develop this program without wealth in the hands of a few men? DAVID L. LAWRENCE: I think there are men like that in every city. What has helped Pittsburgh is a rise of civic patriotism which is needed in every municipality in the country. CHARLES BLESSING (Director, City Plan Commission, Detroit): In Detroit, we have been working for the last two years toward an over-all renewal concept for a large contiguous area, including and surrounding the central business district and extending from the Detroit River to the Ford Expressway, approximately three miles from the river. Our riverfront civic center (across page) is nearing completion. CHARLES ELIOT: One word has been used, which I'd like to stress. That word is "continuity." It was said once, and forgotten, apparently. I think there is a great deal to be accomplished by building on what has already been done, that will continue the good work that has been started in the past. I understand that the planning commission has officially approved the scheme for southwest Washington. This is unfortunate, it seems to me, because of two things. First, it proposes a tremendous concentration of business offices in a place that is not served and cannot be served by mass transportation. And second, that it violates the primary rule of the co-operation of the various professions, in that it has a forced relationship with the topography to the main composition of Washington. DEAN McCLURE (Weiss & Knapp): The plan does not suggest a large business area which cannot be served by any system—what we are suggesting is a rather small group of Government buildings to house 5000 persons, and parking will be provided on the basis of accepted Government standards. The location of the mall with the hump is set by conditions which cannot apparently be changed today. REGINALD R. ISAACS (Chairman, Depts. City Planning & Landscape Arch, G.S.D.): City-forming factors that are of concern to our three professions include economic and social pressures, traditions and philosophies, legal and legislative instrumentalities, educational and professional efficiencies. I regret a tendency on the part of many designers to overlook these forces which are frequently expressed in the form of rather dull economic and social statistics, which tend to be overlooked as being uninteresting. I have been stunned by the aspersions sometimes cast on Chicago. Of course Chicago takes decisive action with a bull-dozer where necessary, but it does so following the advice of its social and political scientists and its economists. Nowhere in the descriptions we have had of other cities' activities has a reference been made to the non-designing professions, or to the use of their findings, nor do I remember any being made to overall planning. Perhaps their social scientists failed to put their data in sufficiently titillating terms, so the designers weren't interested.
EDMUND N. BACON (Executive Director, Philadelphia City Planning Commission): The action of the Congress of the United States in appropriating one billion dollars to create a new urban environment, places on all of us a responsibility we cannot duck. The question is: after we have so painfully cleared away the old environment, dislocating hundreds of thousands of families, and after we have spent our billion dollars, will the new environment that we create be worth the effort? When we look at our preparation for urban design both in terms of concepts and people, we must pause with some concern. We have the three principals; planning, architecture, and administration. What we lack is the capacity to function as a whole. Architects have lavished almost the entire extent of their resources on the designing of individual buildings. The planners have tended to confine their efforts to the creation of broad and unmaterial concepts such as zoning, land-use control, density standards, and criteria. The administrators and policy makers, who really set the basic form of the urban environment, commonly regard the architectural aspect as something you purchase at the end. We in Philadelphia who have worked within the environment in our city which is favorable to creative thought have a deep conviction that we have rediscovered an underlying principle which does give form and unity to the urban design effort. The esthetic principle on which we have been working has three parts: first, quality of space; second, the articulation of space, for its experiencing by people; third, the continuity of space experience, the realization that we are dealing not with one single sensation but a series of sensations in sequence. Architecture in urban design, then, is the articulation of space so as to produce within the participator a definite space experience in relation to previous and anticipated future space experience. Administrative action in connection with redevelopment is our next concern. In our early planning for Philadelphia redevelopment, we continually reminded ourselves that the only justifiable purpose for spending money in this area was the arresting or eliminating of blight. We developed a hypothesis: neighborhoods are dynamic organisms which have within themselves the seeds of self-regeneration. They consist of pockets of decay intermixed with substantial sections, which with proper stimulus can be induced to fix themselves up. In view of the immensity of the problem, money should be spent only on the clearance of the worst spots on a disbursed basis, but within the framework of a total neighborhood plan developed with local groups and providing for the needed community facilities. Thus, a total process can be set in motion with a series of small individual actions contributing to the evolu-

Federal and State park areas are included within the Old City Redevelopment Area Plan (below). The greenways (shown in color) will connect such historic buildings as Independence Hall, Carpenters Hall (below right), and the First Bank of the United States. A series of connecting garden walks, in the centers of blocks, will make it possible to progress from one historic structure to another within a continuous series of vistas. Harbeson, Hough, Livingston & Larson, Consulting Architects.
tion of a sound, total-neighborhood structure. We developed the over-all East Poplar plan on this principle and divided it into a number of small projects designed by individual architects. However, the design directives for co-ordinating the composition were too weak to survive the process of work by different offices. It therefore became incumbent on us to find some way to co-ordinate design. Louis Kahn gave us the key through his work on a housing project in the Mill Creek area. In the design of his first four-block area he started by laying out a design system for the entire Mill Creek redevelopment area, including a backbone of connection walkways which gave him the directive for the detailing of his small project. It also gave us the directive for the principle of co-ordination of individual projects in redevelopment areas. The Greenway Principle is a basic linear system of connecting greenways, focusing on significant existing symbols such as churches, schools, and clubs, forming a skeletal backbone which gives significance and meaning to a series of individual projects, and provides a sequence of sensations for the people moving through it. It is a very humanistic principle that the community will be seen as a series of meaningful space sensations by the people who inhabit it. I felt at first that the application was limited, but I increasingly find that this approach to design forms a firm base for all other effort. When we face the problem of spending the next half billion, based on the successes and failure of our efforts with the first half, I feel that this fundamental design concept should play an enormous part. I think we should admit that most of our efforts so far, in individual projects, have touched only a tiny proportion of the total problem of blight. My proposition is that we use the greater part of the next half billion to create a disbursed series of open-space nuclei and greenways evenly distributed throughout the blighted neighborhoods on the basis of a fair and uniform standard. This would avoid the artificial concept of the creation of divisive boundaries between "neighborhoods" which never stay put anyway. The concept which I have described is altogether contrary to the established procedures in the Federal administration, which are based on a whole series of convenient ways of going about things. The kind of design approach discussed here must be recognized in the beginning of administrative directives. Unless these are formulated or directly influenced by a designer they cannot possibly take into account the primary design relationships. The concept of a firm position of leadership in the formulation of public policy and the assumption of an important administrative role where policy is formed is almost foreign to the thinking of the architectural profession. The planners have traditionally considered the design of physical structures as a detail. Administrators almost invariably think in terms of specific projects and procedures rather than the underlying correlative relationships. What we need is the architect-planner-administrator, and if we ever get it we will then really have an urban designer.

A number of landscaped courts at the concourse level bring the greenway system within Penn Center (left), a building presently under construction for the Pennsylvania Railroad. Vincent G. Kling, Architect-Site Plan Co-ordinator.

A greenway system (shown in color) of open public spaces will give the Mill Creek Redevelopment Area (below) a new character without extensive demolition. The main core is organized to tie together schools, playgrounds, shopping and residential areas. Louis I. Kahn, Consulting Architect.

Apartment buildings (below left), many completed in 1955, form a local point for the greenway system. Louis I. Kahn, Architect.
urban designs of today: Fort Worth

VICTOR GRUEN: One day we were approached by a private client. He said that he was the president of the largest utility company in Fort Worth—the Texas Electric Co. He is losing business downtown, because downtown is losing population and business, and therefore heavy investments are not fully utilized. On the other hand, in the suburbs where he can do all the business he wants, the investment cost is still increasing. He asked, "Is there any possibility of saving my downtown investment, and if so, how?"
We said, "Let us try whether the city core, the downtown area of this city of Fort Worth (a city of about 350,000 inhabitants with a trading area of about 1,000,000), can be rejuvenated." We projected our program for 15 years. We then made inventories; we estimated the population of 1975 on the basis of the growth between 1940 and 1955; and we figured out how much space (for those activities which need space) there should be ultimately in the core area of the metropolitan city. From the first, we stated this maxim: The downtown business-core area of a city should be as compact as possible and should be an area of high productivity. That means many uses which have a low-productivity figure—used-car dealers, second-hand business, marginal enterprises, a good portion of the warehousing—were eliminated. We know that each person uses 20 sq ft of sales area, and on that basis we figured out the retail need for the city core for the year 1970 and found that, though the population will only go up by 60%, retail facilities will have to go up by 300%. We then came to a surprising result: that even by increasing merchandising space by 300%, even by increasing all other uses, we were able to compress the future downtown area into the same area as the present core area. But we hadn't figured the use of the automobile. We came to the answer that 152,000 cars would enter the downtown area of Fort Worth by 1975, and that these cars alone, without any buildings, would need three times the area which Fort Worth's downtown now occupies. This left us only two possibilities: leave the city to the cars—or throw them out. We decided to stop the cars outside the downtown core area and, therefore, the aim of the plan became to build a pedestrian city. There are six major parking structures: multiple-parking structures built so that they are directly accessible from the loop freeway and built in such manner that, like fingers, they reach into the midst of the downtown area. In addition, we have certain loop roads, which usually go along the walls of these large garage structures and which serve buses, taxis, airline limousines, and other public conveyances, in order to bring them directly from the loop freeway, close to two minutes from the center of the city. Within those
parking structures are moving sidewalks, so that after you have left your car, you step onto the moving sidewalk and are brought to the exit which is only two minutes from the center of the town. The next question which came to us was, what to do with trucks and other service traffic? We either could have it in the areas where it is now and then feed it off on top, or we could lift it up and feed it off below, or we could have it underground—and that is what we decided to do. It turned out that it was the cheapest and best method to solve the problem. The buildings will receive in the basement, thus making the first-floor areas free for productive purposes. The underground system consists of one underground loop and a number of short service roads with turn-arounds on the ends, to supply every single building in the downtown area with underground service.

All utilities will be removed and put on the walls or ceilings of these underground roads. This plan is being accomplished without demolishing a single structure over three stories. Any structure of any importance is maintained and remains undisturbed. Only some low structures—and that explains the placement of these parking garages and of the freeway—are affected by the plan, and most of them are of no value and in a decrepit condition. To the Fort Worth people, it was very interesting and encouraging that in every picture they could recognize their own distinctive structures. If one compares the size of the compact new downtown area with New York, it reaches from 59th Street to about 43rd Street. But a walk through Rockefeller Center to St. Patrick’s Cathedral is about the furthest distance you would have to walk between the ends of two of the parking garages. Therefore, our contention that people will walk this distance, is not a theoretical statement. Automobiles have disappeared and city streets have gone. Instead of long bands bordered by parallel buildings, the streets become a series of different kinds of spatial rooms. Some narrow, some wide, sometimes widened out to plazas, some reduced to a much greater narrowness. In some places, additional buildings have been built within existing street patterns; and in some cases streets have been covered. In other cases, low buildings have been demolished or existing parking areas taken over as public spaces. Thus, moving around the new pedestrian city, we will experience a steady surprise of new features—of new space experiences. A new kind of urban environment is created. This is the appearance (below) which one of the streets might have. In this case, a bridge leads from one of the parking structures to one of the hotels. The street has been partly re-paved; landscaping and rest benches have been added, and the entire surrounding becomes one undisturbed pedestrian area. In such a pedestrian area, new interest in architecture will arise; for, I believe, one of the reasons for our great complaint about the uninterestingness of modern architecture is to be found in the fact that nobody walks to see it, and I believe that the pedestrian city will offer new possibilities for architectural expression and art.
JOSE LUIS SERT: Some people, judging from the papers, may question how much basis of agreement there is in this conference, but if you examine the projects exhibited here, you will find that the problem facing us is that there is too much agreement among the architects. I think that there is also, at heart, a great deal of agreement between the architects and the landscape architects. Their fields are close: they are both shaping space, open or enclosed, and their problems are very similar. When we come to the city planners and the architects there may be a little conflict. There is a certain misgiving among architects, as someone has said here, that city planners do not know anything about the three-dimensional world we want to help shape. And the city planners think the architects know nothing about city planning. The result is when we come to the field of urban design, where both should meet and shake hands, there are many who are not prepared. But I do think there are quite a few members of both professions that feel closer to one another and I do not see why these should not be the ones to meet and go into the field of urban design. The more one works in this field—and in the last 20 years I have had to work out pilot plans for 12 cities—the more one reaches the conviction that we cannot work with very simple formulas which are indefinitely repeated. If we want to get an element of life into the city we have to have the formal and the informal, the intimate and the monumental. If every little space wants to be monumental then, finally, when we come to the center of the city there is no monumentality at all. So, everything is a question of scale and the comparative contrasts of scale. Now we know that the new city calls for a series of new elements—that all things are not going to be as they have been in the past—and the shape these may take is something we should investigate. In the exhibition here, Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, Chicago, and other cities show things now being realized that are the result of Utopias predicted 20 years ago. Today these Utopias are realities. So, in reply to “where do we go from here?” I would suggest that we adopt a positive attitude. We shouldn’t wait too long, for the cities may move faster than we do and when we discover new and better design formulas we will find the work has already been carried out by other hands. When we ask how cities should be designed, I think it important to bear in mind that we are not designing for the mayor, or for the planning commission, or for the traffic expert—but only for the people and with the people. Without this we shall never get ahead. If the people one day want good cities, and if they start seeing cities that are better than others, they will make their demands known to the mayor. Here I would like to refer to the recently published report on the Visual Arts at Harvard. This University is now seriously considering design as part of general education. It is terribly tragic that while people know how to read and write, they have no way of reading things in three dimensions and, as a result, we are talking completely different languages. So it is a very difficult world for the designer. But if one does happen to come across someone in an administrative position who is also able to understand design, things move very fast, as I have recently discovered in Cuba. There, the Minister of Public Works happens also to be an architect, so when the planning committee meets we are able to reach decisions in ten or twenty minutes—because we are talking about things we both understand. Of course, we must start with general education on the school level, but I think the process could and should be precipitated by the use of radio and television, both for the people in general and for classrooms. Finally, therefore, I think we should in our next conference plunge deeply into these dangerous waters of the design phase of planning—or the urban design phase of architecture—for I believe it is only by throwing ourselves into these waters that we shall learn how to swim. Before closing I would like to express my warm thanks to the Committee of the Faculty of this School—Wells Coates, Charles Eliot, William Goodman, Huson Jackson, Jaqueline Tyrwhitt—who worked hard to make this conference a success.
critique:

Canada's New Towns

by Peter and Cornelia Oberlander*

The setting for a good life must be heu out of the unknown wilderness, pioneers must become oldtimers bound together by an enthusiastic love of the town and to its unusual qualities. They must be given the utmost freedom to develop their lives and that of their community to fit their needs, their desires and their pocketbooks. And so the plans of Kitimat, both operational and physical, have been developed to serve as a flexible setting for good living that is open to continuous growth and expansion.

So wrote Clarence Stein, the brilliant co-ordinator of planning for Kitimat in one of his early reports to the Aluminum Company of Canada, his client. Since then, a great deal of publicity has accompanied the planning and development of Kitimat, the new town along the British Columbia Pacific coast, some 500 miles north of Vancouver. It is indeed a remarkable undertaking; nevertheless, Kitimat is by no means the only new town planned and built in Canada. Perhaps more than any other country, Canada is the land of new towns. These are usually single-enterprise communities, located beyond the continuously settled areas and play an exceedingly important part in the economy of the nation. They seem to be destined to play an even more significant role in Canada's future development. A recent survey discovered that nearly 160 single-enterprise communities have been planned and built in Canada, with a population exceeding 200,000 persons. In these communities there are upwards of 26,000 housing units, together with all the usual urban equipment, shops, schools, public buildings, roads, parks and playgrounds. Not many of these communities are, of course, as large as Kitimat, but basically they have faced and are facing quite similar problems. The term "single-enterprise communities" seems to be a descriptive and comprehensive one for these, rather than the usual "new town." These communities usually have come into being because of the decisive action of a single enterprise, either industry, or a government agency, or a defense establishment, or a large land-development company. Regardless of the motivation of the initial builder, the town is tied to the single enterprise that generated it in the first instance. This is true for Kitimat.

If new-town building is not new in Canada and if most of them were planned, that is to say, built in accordance with a previously developed scheme, what is the remarkable achievement of Kitimat? After all, even ALCAN has had previous town-building experience, such as Arvida in Quebec, some 30 years ago.

Kitimat's just claim to fame rests with the fact that, for the first time, a complete planning program was developed by Clarence Stein in which the total organization as well as physical needs of the new community were anticipated, not just a layout plan of streets and building lots. Some 20 different specialists acted as a team of consultants under Stein's leadership, to think through all the possible needs of the new community. They tried to anticipate not only the physical needs but also the whole range of social, economic, political, and organizational demands that future families will make upon their community. Close to a $100,000 worth of research preceded the site planning and building of the town. Layout and design were in a way subordinated to what Stein called the "wholistic" approach. He wrote: "What we were really after was the life of the individual, the family, the group, and only secondarily the school system, the health system, the transportation system which are only joint means to that end." Physical planning in Kitimat was thoroughly integrated with functional planning from the very beginning; maps and layouts alone were not sufficient. For example, the functional plan for education was expressed in terms of school administration, composition of schools, optimum size and number of classes and students, by grade. This was translated into a physical plan showing number, location, and sizes of school sites—relating these to parks, transportation, health clinics. In the case of police and fire protection, the physical layout takes account of the functional arrangements recommended for the municipal government's organization. Physical and functional planning were considered totally interdependent and shaped each other. Therein lies Kitimat's real importance and news value.

Its land-use plan and layout pattern follow fairly closely previously established principles. The looproads, the dead-end street, the super block with its internal green areas and pedestrian circulation, all reflect the early concepts of England's garden cities, or Radburn, or
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the U. S. Greenbelt towns. Good and
honorable as this ancestry to Kitimat’s
basic planning pattern is, it is some 30
years old and represents solutions to liv­
ing and working in densely built-up, high­
ly urban areas; it hardly reflects the
heroic, near-wilderness landscape and
vegetation of British Columbia’s coast.
Architecturally, suburbia (or in current
British terminology, subtopia) seems to
be emerging from among tall firs and
cedars, with 12 to 15 feet of snow for
four or five months of the year.

Although courting dangers of over­
simplification, Kitimat’s success as one of
Canada’s new single enterprise commu­
nities can be assessed in three ways:

1. An exceptionally comprehensive
functional and land-development plan
was made, attempting to anticipate the
whole range of future urban needs. Its
comprehensiveness and thoroughness es­
thablished the plan as a landmark in pro­
gramming town development.

2. Due to the company’s earnest desire
to create a democratic and free enter­
prise community and avoid every aspect
of “company town,” the implementation
of the plan beyond the clearing of land
and layout of roads was left to the free
interaction of supply and demand; con­
sequently timing of development and
some of its programming were only in­
directly influenced by the land developer
and those who had prepared the plan. It
seems somewhat overconfident to believe
that a fully democratic or “free market”
community can be created literally over­
night, when the only and all-pervasive
reason for its existence is one employer.
Experience in other comparable Canadian
communities has shown that the mere
fact of municipal incorporation does not
mean that the residents enjoy real self­
government. In a few instances in Quebec
and Ontario, the town council was easily
captured or dominated by the company
and this happened without malice of fore­
thought or any diabolic intentions. The
company simply constitutes the major
taxpayer and is usually the sole employer,
and any one living in the town is be­
holden to the company in the usual em­
ployer-employee relationship. Because the
company is the major taxpayer, it ap­
ppears inevitable that even the most demo­
cratically elected council will defer to the
wishes of the chief contributors to the tax­
coffers.

3. The plan for Kitimat and its cur­
rent development concerns the now in­
corporated area of the District Municipal­
ity of Kitimat. The area surrounding this
new municipality is not subject to plan­
ing controls. At present, Kitimat is ac­
cessible by water, by air, and by railroad,
and by 1957 the Kitimat-Terrace road
connecting the community with the rest
of B.C. will be completed. Terrace itself,
a community of a few thousand people,
is bursting at its seams with new families
who have found employment in Terrace,
due to freight and passenger traffic
through to Kitimat. The latter is likely to
be very extensive owing to the pent-up
urge of Kitimat’s workers to get away
periodically from their isolated and quite
self-contained environment. In anticipa­
tion of these conditions, building land in
and around Terrace has become subject
to extraordinary speculations and the land
along the road toward Kitimat is likely to
fall victim to similar pressures. There is,
at present, a “reserve” on this land, but
this readily could be broken down by in­
tensive popular pressure. The strict land­
use regulations and restrictions in Kiti­
mat themselves will contribute to these
pressures. Stringent building and plan­
ing regulations in Kitimat impose cer­
tain financial hardships on small builders
or commercial developers. The pressures
to create buildings below standard will
increase. Experience elsewhere has shown
that once the new road is established, a
rash of ribbon development is likely to
occur and in that sense compete with and
threaten the orderly development of
Kitimat itself. Adequate provincial action
is obviously essential, through such means
as making the road a limited-access high­
way, imposing rigid land-use restrictions
along it, and generally controlling the
development of the land between Kitimat
and its nearest community, Terrace,
through regional planning.

This has not yet happened and the
prospects of an early decision seem un­
certain. It is clear that the best plan and
organization for Kitimat itself can be
jeopardized by the lack of equal public
control over land development in con­
tiguous areas.

There are other “new towns” being
built across Canada. A very different kind
has been developed near Toronto in Don
Mills, demonstrating different ends and
means of building a new town. Extensive
tracts of land were assembled by a land­
development company some five years
ago, in order to create a complete and, it
was hoped, self-sufficient but diversifi­
ced community north of Toronto. In contrast
KITIMAT. Clarence S. Stein, Co-ordinator and Director of Planning; Roger Willcox, Assistant to Stein; Mayer, Whittlesey & Glass, Architects-Engineers-Town Planners. Aerial view (above) shows near-wilderness landscape and vegetation out of which a new town is presently emerging. Neighborhood A (foreground above and right) of this single-enterprise community is shown in the early stages of development; service center and smelter site lie across Kitimat River. Apartment buildings and houses (across page) are typical of residential units being erected.
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The concept was to create a diversified and complete community under the aggressive leadership of one landowner who exercises complete control over the nature of the development, its timing, and implementation. Don Mills constitutes a truly free-enterprise land-development venture under the over-all guidance of a prudent landowner, acting under the best land-planning and building development advice. Very early, the participation of half a dozen young, practicing architects was enlisted in developing housing types which local builders could use in developing their various tracts of the Don Mills townsite. By this method it was hoped to overcome the usual problem of either monotony of house development by a builder using a single building type, or the visual chaos created through random diversification of superficial building elements, such as multi-colored doors, variously pitched roofs or crudely varied window ornaments, for the sake of variety. Don Mills, as a new town, represents a spectacular success in building a new community very quickly and harnessing the usual commercial channels of construction. Site planning and architecture have played their appropriate roles and the visual results are remarkable. This presents eloquent testimony to the benefits to be derived from the leadership of an energetic land developer, relying on the continuing and continuous staff advice of planners and architects to guide the new community.

Despite Don Mills’ obvious success in building a new town quickly, and in accordance with a plan, and bringing industry into the total scheme, it is in the community-to-industry relationship that Don Mills has not fulfilled its expectations. Industry that has located in Don Mills, by and large, does not draw its employees from the families currently living in the town. In that sense, Don Mills is not a self-sufficient community and, in a way, has been engulfed by the metropolitan journey-to-work spiderweb of Toronto. Two-thirds of the gainfully employed in Don Mills are working outside the community—in most instances, in the offices and service occupations of
DON MILLS. M. L. Hancock, D. W. Pettit, George Wreglesworth, Planning; D. H. Lee, Staff Architect. Even a casual drive through this free-enterprise development indicates the wide variety of urban facilities and the high standard of site and architectural design. Single- and multiple-family houses (across-page bottom and below) James Murray, Architect, are only two examples of many architect-designed residential units, constructed by private builders.
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Toronto—whereas an equal proportion of the industrially employed population of the new town commutes to Don Mills from surrounding communities. A thorough analysis would be needed to assess fully this problem and to prescribe such remedies as exist to make the residential and industrial location correspond more nearly to its planned intentions. Residential development in Don Mills seems to have attracted a far greater proportion of white-collar workers and junior executives working in Toronto than was anticipated in the plan. Industrial workers, on the other hand, seem to prefer to live elsewhere, possibly under less strict building controls and to some extent "progressive" conditions. It may indeed be a combination of psychological and economic motivations which have made Don Mills a successful new town architecturally and from a site-planning point of view but has twisted its self-sufficiency premise into a complex journey-to-work for most of its residents and those employed in its local industries.

A third kind of "new town" can be studied in the development of Powell River in British Columbia. This is an old-style company town, where a pulp-and-paper mill created a small urban community before World War I. The company owned and operated a hotel, stores, and several hundred houses. Powell River is some 70 miles north of Vancouver and until recently could be reached only by water and, later, by air.

In 1951, its population was slightly over 10,000 persons, which encompassed four different settlements: Powell River Townsite, itself, owned and operated by the paper-mill company; Westview and Cranberry Lake, two small, incorporated, village communities south and west of the townsite; and Wildwood, an unincorporated area of houses north of the millsite, across Powell River. After 40 years of operation, the Powell River Company was anxious to withdraw from owning the townsite and to sell the houses and other buildings in the area. At the same time, it was eager to foster the creation of an independent self-governing municipality encompassing all the communities where its employees and staff resided. Consequently, after evident popular support for the idea through a plebiscite, in March, 1955, a special act of the provincial legislature created the Corporation of the District of Powell River. It incorporated in one municipality all the scattered communities as one urban political unit. Preceding incorporation, the company offered to sell all its houses, in the first place to those who rented and then to anyone else who wished to buy them. All buildings were speedily sold. Today the company, politically merely another member of the community, however, is still responsible for 75 percent of the tax income of the new municipality. The policy of sale of the company houses, as well as establishment of local self-government, was based on a study undertaken by students of the University of British Columbia's School of Architecture, under staff guidance in the summer of 1953. This project was sponsored by the Powell River Company, to enable it to assess the future development that was likely to take place in Powell River. Perhaps the most important influence upon the changing nature of the community, that was anticipated by this student-staff planning report, was the early connection of Powell River with the outside world, by highway. During the summer of 1954, it became possible for the first time to drive from Vancouver to Powell River; this allowed some of the 2000 motorcar owners, who previously had a mere 12 miles of road upon which to exercise their motorcars, to leave their relative isolation at will and reach Vancouver in five hours. The road connection of Powell River with the rest of the Province not only meant more freedom for those who lived in Powell River but also was likely to affect radically the size and economic structure of the community. It was anticipated that it may bring in other industries or forms of employment which efficient road transport could entice and justify in Powell River. The company was anxious to encourage this development and used its influence throughout the fledgling stages of the new municipality to proceed slowly with extending municipal services and to prepare land for building, in relation to the original plan prepared by the university student-staff group. In terms of their own millsite development, they retained a landscaped architect to plan and program future location of new buildings and to prepare detailed plans for parking areas and road patterns that would rationalize the layout of the major industry within an orderly municipal-development plan.

Despite the company's sale of houses and the establishment of an independent municipality, the company remains a major landowner; some 1200 acres in the very heart of the enlarged municipality of Powell River still belong to the company. The orderly development of this area is of crucial importance, since it represents a vital link between the emergence of a comprehensive "new town" and the old "company town" that has grown and developed over two generations. The development of this area is now under active consideration and may well be guided by the original scheme of the student-staff report of the University of British Columbia.

These three examples of "new towns" in Canada, each vastly different in scale and approach, seem to have three aspects in common, demonstrating a growing Canadian tradition in planning new communities and building them accordingly.

1. The essential need for a comprehensive functional and site plan for the community (this is well demonstrated in Kitimat) and the importance and value of thinking through completely all site development, community, organizational, and entrepreneur's decisions necessary to build a "new town" in every sense. This can be contrasted with the mere projection of a layout of building sites, road allowances, and establishment of building regulations in the hope of preventing the worst but not necessarily encouraging the best.

2. The comprehensive development of a townsite in accordance with a plan by a single entrepreneur or under the leadership of a single company (this is well illustrated in Don Mills). Here the determined commercial leadership ensured the speedy realization of a complete comm...
POWELL RIVER. J. B. Chestor, R. M. Opie, J. B. Macdonald—student authors; Prof. Fred Lasserre, Director, School of Architecture, and Prof. H. Peter Oberlander—faculty advisors for townsite proposals; Cornelia Oberlander, site and landscape planning of millsite. At strategically placed millsite, river drops 90 ft from lake level to sea, generating considerable power. Houses (aerial photo), formerly company-owned, are now incorporated into new municipality of Powell River. Change-over to self-government was based on study undertaken by students and faculty team, as were proposals for development of townsite.

Aerial Photo: R. Metcalf
Model Photo: Photographic Services of the University of British Columbia

Community in all its social, economic and political and, best of all, architectural aspects.

3. The importance of continued leadership of the major employer in most “new towns” predicated on single enterprise economy (this is demonstrated in Powell River). More than 160 “new towns” have been built during the last generation in Canada. Since these communities were founded and exist initially for the purpose of housing industrial employees, a continuing responsibility for industrial leadership is indicated. It is clearly in the enlightened self-interest of the company or the land developer. The town of Powell River and its relationship to the company is a good example of an originally restricted company town being guided to grow into a fully operative, democratically organized municipality in which the company continues to play a constructive role. The continuing leadership of the entrepreneur in the design and implementation of the orderly development of the “new town” through planning will assure that the town-building which is truly “everybody’s business” will not deteriorate into becoming “nobody’s business.”
The history of cities is also the history of architecture. Throughout time, since
men began to congregate, they have built communities for the immemorable pur-
poses of social interaction; they have built an architecture shaped by their times,
their skills, their tastes, and their ambitions. Some cities have remained in place
for thousands of years, great antique shops and graveyards of many cultures. Others
have replaced vanished predecessors, which left a trace in a street pattern
or a name. The destruction of cities has been a commonplace since their very
beginning. The names and ruins of the deceased are legion: Mohenjo Daro,
Troy, Thebes, Carthage, Chichen Itza, Jamestown. And war, which has been
the most common and greatest cause of
destruction, has eaten out the hearts of
living cities as well as dead—Coventry,
Rotterdam, Hiroshima, Dresden, Warsaw,
and Stalingrad. In fact, it has been a
common objective of wars to destroy
cities. And it has been the objective of
people in cities to rebuild in the ruins.

In North America, where there has
been no city destroyed by war since
Grant took Richmond, the ravages of
oblacence and decay have left living ruins—ghosts of past vitality and out-
moded cultures. These vast, grim haunts
at the present rate of exorcism could take two hundred years to rebuild. However,
they are now becoming the object of
a large-scale and exciting replanning
and rebuilding program involving several
billion dollars. American architects are
now busy, for the first time in their lives,
with the actual rebuilding of their own
cities. What are they doing? What is
the design character of this rebuilding
program? What kind of planning and
architecture is envisaged? Will the
results be worth the efforts?

The Architecture of Redevelopment in U.S.A.
by Carl Feiss*

The scope of redevelopment

Early in the drafting of the Housing Act
of 1949 it was clear that the money spent
on the clearance of slums and blighted
areas and their redevelopment would be
wasted if rebuilding projects were not in
accord with a general plan of a whole
locality and the project plans themselves
did not have some order, consistency, and
relationship to reason and to local objec-
tives for city improvement. The passage
of the 1949 Act and of state enabling
legislation made available to many cities
funds and the organization for large-
scale rebuilding projects, several of
which are the subject of this critique.
Subsequent Federal legislation, in par-
ticular that of the Housing Act of 1954,
was modified to enlarge the scope of city
rebuilding by the adoption of the concept
of area-wide improvement or renewal as
distinguished from the more restrictive
project philosophy which had grown
historically out of the public-housing proj-
et method, dating back to the early
1930's.

The architecture of redevelopment, of
which this is perhaps the first attempt
at a critique, is to be distinguished from
the architecture of comprehensive urban
renewal. Federal Redevelopment legisla-
tion and financing predates that of the
more inclusive renewal by nearly five
years and in some states by as much as
six or seven. So redevelopment projects
as such have had a head start. We have,
at the time of writing, so few examples
of renewal-area projects in an advanced
planning stage that we are unable to
judge quality or, for that matter, whether
the comprehensive renewal concept will
produce continued large-scale and high-
quality city renaissance. If sights are
kept high and rehabilitation and conserva-
tion programs are combined with the
dynamics of creative redevelopment and
new building, I am certain that such a
renaissance will occur.

From the beginning of the national
redevelopment program every effort was
made to induce localities to "think big." The
time and money involved in the
acquisition of slums and blight would be
wasted on piddling spot projects which,
upon completion, would disappear and
be forgotten in the chaos of banal archi-
tecture which constitutes most of the
American city. This has happened too
often in the past. The problem was to
find how to think big without being
dreamy-eyed, to design big with skill
and taste, and to finance big without
going broke. The problems of the reloca-
tion of displaced persons and families
and the provision of community facilities
in accordance with community plans are
outside the scope of this article. They are
not, however, to be minimized. Quoting
Henry Churchill: architects in particular
must remember that "Cities are for
People."

Recent history
of large-scale design

Since the halcyon days of the "Grand
Plan" of the Beaux Arts Institute of De-
sign, from approximately 1910 to 1930,
the American architect had little or no
practice in large-scale design and seldom
had an opportunity of putting such
plans into effect. The National Capital,
a few civic centers, state capitol groups,
and college campuses have afforded occa-
sional opportunities for group planning
design of some diversity, between 1910
and World War II. Most of the results
are flat failures, We cite the St. Louis Civic
Center as a large-scale and horrendous
example of architectural mish-mash which
has only one redeeming design feature—
space for light and air and growing
things. In San Francisco, Denver, and
Cleveland, where some formal architec-
tural order was maintained in the large
civic centers, the results were merely
classicist banality of a very low quality.
The best that can be said for them is
that they are dull importations.

College campuses in the immediate pre-
redevelopment planning days were hardly better, striving for the most part for a false sense of age and tradition, with dark romantiq de quadrangles matching the sepulchral gloom of the pseudo-medieval, pseudo-Georgian, and pseudo-Colonial buildings themselves. This was at least consistency in design—nonsense notwithstanding.

Public housing had done better. A few scattered projects by the beginning of World War II had evidenced a design quality of some maturity, despite restrictions slapped on design by Washington headquarters. Projects in San Francisco, Cleveland, and several smaller Florida cities (among others) were showing originality in design, site layout, and livability. Catherine Bauer’s book, Modern Housing (1934) and some exciting publications on German, Dutch, Scandinavian, and British large-scale housing projects, ten or fifteen years ahead of American architectural design in this field, found their way into the architects’ offices. While, all too frequently, the results were labored imitations, we began to see in this country large-scale group design in which new forms met new situations with harmony.

In the meantime, experiments in site planning and building grouping, which had begun with Henry Wright and Clarence Stein at Radburn, New Jersey, in 1927, had created a new momentum of rationality and space planning. The superblock and interior-park concepts, the integrated neighborhood and group architectural design developed to full maturity in 1937 with the brilliant plan for Greenbelt, Maryland; Hale Walker, Town Planner; Clarence Stein, Consultant; Ellington & Wadsworth, Architect. Since then, nearly every public-housing project and many private developments have incorporated these principals, with varying degrees of success, of course; but progress has been made, even in some of the worst.

In large-scale private housing of the high-rise type, we can point with pride to the design of only a very few pre-1949 projects. Fresh Meadows, the New York Life Insurance Company project on Long Island, designed by Voorhees, Walker, Foley & Smith and “40 Central Park South” apartments in New York, by Mayer & Whittlesey, might be considered to top the list, along with the Eastgate apartment building in Cambridge, Massachusetts, designed by a group of Boston architects and engineers. These, coupled with contemporary European and Latin American examples, have had a profound influence on recent redevelopment projects. But we must grant that in the field of private high-rise residential developments, the American architect has been both unimaginative and timid. The record does not add up.

In group planning for commercial architecture, we have even less for the design record. Rockefeller Center remained the unique example of large-scale commercial development with some sense of order until the advent of the Golden Triangle redevelopment in Pittsburgh (non-Federal). Neither uses space relationships to maximum advantage but we should be thankful for the little example they set, because other than one in Stockholm and another in Caracas, Venezuela, foreign experiments in large-scale commercial groupings since the French Renaissance have consisted in the main of Garnier’s, Corbusier’s, and Mendelsohn’s stimulating sketches. Hugh Ferris and Richard Neutra, in this country, should be added to these. Curiously enough, these hypothetical schemes seem to have been extraordinarily effective as design propaganda. They demonstrate the eternal power of hopeful ideas and the validity of architectural dreams.

Industrial group planning has only recently come of age and prior to World War II developed so slightly as to afford little background for today’s design.

One final stimulus to large-scale contemporary group design has been the series of European and American World’s Fairs or Expositions. On the whole, those of the last twenty-five or thirty years have been inferior in scale, imagination, and design to the great Expositions of the 19th Century. However, they have given some practice in nonresidential, large-scale design to a few of today’s architects and may have helped in removing mental blocks.

On the other side of the record, the general American cityscape, while tremendous in scale and frequently dramatic in the aggregate, remains a nasty fungoid growth. Individual buildings, viewed between the dray-horse blinders of the last century, may stand nobly in a fictitious vacuum of assumed isolation. In the reality of the group context, the weird relationships they maintain with their fellow structures negates harmonies of surface design or sculptural form and any pretense at semblance of unity and order in the cityscape. The total result is ugly—as ugly as any man-made creation in history. It couldn’t have been done without architectural training, but no amount of esoteric ratiocination on the part of the architects can make their sublimest creation stand lonely in the crowd.

Just because of this myopic fiction, the more skyscrapers you combine on a grid of rectangular city blocks—skyscrapers built to the sidewalk and occupying 100 percent of the land—the handsomer is the city. This is irrespective of the stalagmite profile from any distant angle, or the resemblance to eroded arroyos in a vast badland, which constitutes the street perspective. And a crowded parking lot, no matter how shiny and svelte the individual bugs, in the aggregate is no handsomer than a mass of Japanese beetles.

the effect of historic large-scale design

Why dwell so long on these design antecedents to city rebuilding? Redevelopment design has been subject to this history—both the good and bad elements of it—and it is only natural that it should be so. For no matter how we like to lay claim to originality, designers are not necessarily innovators. The few who are, stand out clearly. Happily they do exist.

One curious effect of the acceptance of the postulate that a heterogeneous pile of architecture is automatically beautiful is that it keeps cropping up in their redevelopment designs. Considering human frailty, it is easy to understand why the architecture of the famous proposed Back Bay Center Project in Boston was such a design hodgepodge. It not only instinctively accepts the above postulate, but intending to be the showpiece of collaborating architects, tries desperately to provide a spot for each for his building to stand alone on the frail substance of a mental island. But when one firm is designing an entire project as large or
larger than the Back Bay Center, such an excuse is untenable. A mere enlarging of the spaces between disparate buildings does not necessarily make them beautiful. The Pittsburgh Golden Triangle is a case in point.

The redevelopment of Pittsburgh's Golden Triangle (Ralph E. Griswold & Associates, Landscape Architects; Clarke & Rapuano, Landscape Architects-Engineers) is one of the most courageous and worthwhile efforts in this nation's history. It is a great historic milestone in the collaboration of private and public enterprise. It turns a blighted commercial jungle into a handsome park, at the confluence of two great rivers, where rise shiny new metal skyscrapers backed by the infinite amorphology of the standard American cityscape. It was an exciting idea to execute. It took imagination and extraordinary managerial talents. That the result, for all of its grandeur, is not an entire success is regrettable in the extreme. The fault lies with the architectural concept of the eastern end—the side against the ragged background of the city. If there ever was a place for unity, order, and a cohesive dignity, here it is. The plan is for a symmetrically designed triangle, a great fountain at the apex, with a split canyon at the center of the new wall of buildings at the eastern end, 1. But unfortunately the buildings on one side of the split have neither mass nor surface relationship to those on the other. In so frankly symmetrical a plan, even when cut by a diagonal road, some three-dimensional balance is expected. It does not have to be a symmetrical balance, but there must be a strong lineal and mass relationship. And I do not suggest a repeat pattern of earlier buildings, but I do recommend in such case a set of core rules for design-rules which would apply to all types of buildings. Such core rules would apply to all types of buildings.

**core rules for large-scale design**

There is no substitute for real design study and criticism. In the architectural schools, we are trained to concentrate on self-criticism and to accept criticism from fellow students and our instructors, called "critics." While the results are not necessarily great works of art, they have benefited by the evaluation and talents of both amateurs and specialists, and the results, as far as they go, are those derived from considered judgments.

In architectural practice many offices follow somewhat the school pattern. But where there are few known principles of design or methods of studying, the end result lacks luster. In large-scale group design, two-dimensional elevations mean practically nothing. They are good only for final building purposes. The standard front-and-back concept no longer exists. Buildings are seen in all dimensions and amongst each other in space and time. Group design is truly fourth dimensional as it involves movement in time through, between, and around. It involves movement at different speeds on foot and by auto. It involves views from many windows from many sides—changes in play of light and shade and the challenges of depth and height. There is no design problem more exciting, or more difficult, or more rewarding when successful. It is one ultimate in architectural design both in refinement, subtlety, grandeur, and beauty. Remember the Piazza San Marco? The Alhambra? Pekin? Paris?

The use of study models for large-scale design is, of course, essential. Many of the illustrations here were made from them. But study by the use of models is different from simply making a miniature of the final design. Study models must be just that—subject to smashing with the fist, to easy plastic change as studies progress. The air-eye view is our self-deception because only seldom do we make models large enough to permit us to wander mentally in and around our structures. Here photography is some help. And a sculptor may come in handy.

There are many core elements in large-scale group design. The most precious is space. Space is the converse of mass and has infinite limits. It is not to be violated because its very plasticity becomes walled in, shadowed, murky. Space harbors light and light, another element in design, must penetrate to the substance of structure and at the same time permeate and penetrate every surface, the ground, all walls, and the tops and terraces of buildings. Contemporary architecture often calls for roof use, hanging gardens which become part of the total space design. The St. Louis Plaza Redevelopment Project uses such hanging gardens on top of two to three stories of commercial structures with high-rise residential slabs rising lightly above, 2 and 3. Open to the light of the south, this upper level becomes a part of the total space provided by the Civic Center. It is an exciting idea and well conceived.

The best-known core elements of space design are symmetry and asymmetry. Symmetry implies central organization and equal balance. It is the simplest concept on paper but all the more dangerous for that reason. Place Vendôme, as a highly developed hollow square, uses symmetry with great success. Both the approaches and the interior spaces are provided with designed order framing a dramatic central feature. With or without such a feature, symmetrical axial treatments lend themselves to exacting space relationships of height of building to widths and depths of space, to topography and orientation. The Area C (Zeckendorf) Renewal Plan for Washington incorporates several symmetrical and axial features of considerable size in a total asymmetrical plan, 11. Such treatment is always formal and ordered, and in this case was ably handled as a part of the dignity required of this portion of the Capital. Here, however, it does not create the variety of excitement that the multi-axial, multi-vedsted Place de la Concorde in Paris achieves through the combination of both symmetry and asymmetry in vast spatial compositions. Considering the mobility provided by high-speed highways, the architectural design of such a project, large as it is, is challenged by time distances and the dramatic possibilities of spatial surprise.

A new spatial-design vernacular was developed in Germany and Holland in the early 1920s by Ernst May, Bruno Taut, Gropius, and Miss. Corbusier's schematic cities were partially responsible but in these countries in particular, the credit goes to the men who built. Siemensstadt, outside of Berlin, and Romerstadt, outside of Frankfurt, are the classic examples and they remain among the best of what may be termed a new invention in space styling. Here similar structures were arranged in sequences, rhythms, and alternating linear patterns over vast areas. While uniform height was a major element, studied emphasis by an occasional carefully located high-
rise or series of high-rise buildings added planted horizon notes to the time sequences. The architectural impact of rhythms in distance sequence became a major design element of planned distribution from one end of an area to another, without front or back, and often without beginning, end, or center. Impressive, sometimes monotonous, often beautiful in their simplicity, these extraordinary developments profoundly influenced American public housing from the 1930s and now redevelopment. In Henry Churchill's proposed Eastwick redevelopment "new town" for Philadelphia, the Philadelphia row house has been made to serve in this rhythm and sequence design. A banal building type in the worst of America's conformist traditions could become fine architecture.

Several redevelopment projects illustrated here are design descendants of this European tradition. Lake Meadows in Chicago, while higher and perhaps emptier than most, is in direct line. So are several of the New York, Philadelphia, and Chicago projects.

There are several serious problems connected with the indiscriminate use of this design form. First it is too deceptively easy—it can be done mechanically by any draftsman with the usual tools, with inexpensive but dreadful results. Second, if without center or termini, it becomes neither a substantive form nor an integrated neighborhood. Then if all the parallel rows are open ended, from within one looks in one point perspective either into emptiness or the slum across the street. In other words, rhythms, sequences, and repetitions, alternating patterns and other core elements in design must be part of a total community form—otherwise they are mere fragments of design.

A core design may make use of many historical precedents or start one of its own. No two redevelopment sites are the same, no two programs are the same, and no two solutions will resemble each other.

I feel that we have the right to be encouraged, that important city rebuilding has started and that in a few years we will see the city of man as it should be, a fine place in which to live and work and a beautiful place besides. In the meantime there are years of hard work ahead and no little part of this work will be to learn to design commensurately with the scale of the opportunity. The projects illustrated here are the earliest in what will be a long line. They constitute a selection of a small percentage of available designs, chosen because they contain ideas and because they will form for the future the basis of further experiment. My judgment in such selection is as personal as yours must be.

For the most part, the illustrations are chosen from completed projects or ones under construction, under loan and grant contract, or likely to be built in some semblance of the present plans, based on existing information. Included are a few which apparently are a long way off, but which are attempts at large design.

Lake Meadows, the New York Life
Insurance Company Project in Chicago, was the first of the dramatic Federally aided projects to be approved and it is now well along, with a shopping center and five large apartments occupied. This was one of several sizable schemes begun prior to the passing of the Housing Act of 1949, but of all of them, the most interesting and spectacular. Here there is no skimping of open space, and an excellent crispness of design adds an emphatic note to a flat and dreary cityscape, 4 and 5. Originally two great slab buildings formed the center of the scheme. These have been abandoned for less dramatic buildings, but on the whole the scheme retains freshness and above all, spaciousness.

The St. Paul scheme, 6, which has changed little since 1950, is in the clearance stage. The site flanking Cass Gilbert’s Capitol, is high, flat on the west, steep on the east. Here the proposal is for slab high-rise and row houses with fine school sites and shopping centers and office buildings. May the architects for the developers, whoever they may be, take full advantage of the opportunity!

Another early redevelopment project is that of Nashville. Here a noisome slum surrounding Strickland’s beautiful State Capitol (completed in 1855) on the top of Cedar Knob has been removed to provide a handsome hillside park setting for the building, a loop super-highway, and sites for commercial and public buildings, 7. Unfortunately, recent state office buildings and a state library completely fail to take advantage of the site or the redevelopment plan by Clarke & Rapuano and do irreparable damage to an imaginative scheme. It is still a magnificent endeavor.

Sacramento engaged Neutra & Alexander in 1950 to provide a scheme for the large blighted area from the Capitol to the Sacramento River—the oldest part of the city. The preliminary scheme, which was a highly original and exciting one (January 1955 P/A), has since been revised several times, by the Sacramento Redevelopment Agency, although major elements remain, 8. It is one of the best examples so far of large-scale planning for a large blighted area to be redeveloped by stages and in a wide variety of uses. Many perspective sketch studies were made of various building types and variety of design was achieved without loss of cohesive quality.
The story of the Gratiot Plan in Detroit is too long and curious for discussion here. Schemes for the redevelopment of this former slum area were in the making by the City Planning Commission in 1948. Several new plans were made during 1950 and 1951, and the slum was finally cleared without a final plan having been adopted. An excellent scheme (given P/A's most recent First Design Award) was prepared by Yamasaki, Stonorov, and Gruen, in 1955; but the latest, 9 and 10, by Mies van der Rohe, is a totally new departure and one of the most exciting large-scale designs of this era. Here large and small buildings are carefully grouped along an irregular mall. The spare rigidity of Mies' architecture is softened by the massing, the space flow, and the landscaping, yet constitutes an extraordinarily vital design. The end result is both romantic and formal, without the use of the clichés of previous work. This may well be a next step toward a new civic art.

In Washington, D. C., the Southwest Area has also gone through many redevelopment planning stages from sketch plans published by the National Capitol Planning Commission in 1950 to the one presented here. A turning point came in 1952 with the publication of the imaginative Justement & Smith plan, which broke the ice of classicism and presented a large-scale plan commensurate in design quality with the Neutra & Alexander scheme for Sacramento. Many plans and debates on plans for the Southwest Area followed. The area was broken into several parts: Area B, one section, is now being redesigned by Clothiel Smith and Arthur Keyes; while Area C, which forms the larger and more spectacular element, is known as the Zeckendorf Plan, with I. M. Pei and Harry Weese as designers. Area C, with its great mall leading to the redesigned marina, with L'Enfant Plaza, a large shopping square, and other large-scale elements, promises to be urban redevelopment's most varied and possibly its most unusual design to date, 11. The site is complex, the requirements for reuse infinite, but the scheme has a quiet order within a dramatic interpretation well worth noting.

Recent plans in Chicago are for several new projects. Along East 55th Street on the South Side, just north of the University, as part of the Hyde Park-Kenwood redevelopment scheme, Harry
Weese has designed a large, linear shopping facility combined with high-rise and row apartments, new schools, and playgrounds, 12. This project carves out scattered slums from an otherwise sound area and is intended to act as a stabilizer for neighborhood conservation. On the north side of the city a fantastic scheme, which has gone through several metamorphoses, known as the Fort Dearborn Project, by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, does little as yet for redevelopment design. It merely perpetuates the surrounding existing cityscape, letting light and air to the ground, 13. One hopes for more study before this reaches execution stage.

In Pittsburgh, the Lower Hill Redevelopment Project by Mitchell & Ritchey outdramatizes all the others, dramatic as they may be. The focal point is the retractable dome of a great civic arena backed by a terraced cultural center and flanked by a series of high-rise slab apartments marching up the hill, 14. The Arena (January 1951 P/A) seems a very real likelihood and the remainder of the project appears to be proceeding at a good pace. Since Pittsburgh always builds its dreams, this scheme from outer space may become a reality in our lifetime.

The two large redevelopment projects in San Francisco merit praise. The Western Addition Project is similar in character and purpose to the Hyde Park-Kenwood Project mentioned above. But the Diamond Heights Project is really a new hill town, 15. Vernon DeMars in an extraordinarily sympathetic scheme has designed on the steepest possible terrain (even for San Francisco) as delightful and informal a community as is to be found in the annals of contemporary town design. May he be permitted to carry it through to its completion!

On the other coast, within Philadelphia, a city of many redevelopment experiments, the Eastwick New Town is in advanced planning by Henry Churchill and with the City Planning Commission. Some 2100 acres of swamp and a decayed community are to be converted into a lively town with a large central shopping center and high school with four major complete neighborhoods attached, 16. Planned industrial parks flank the new town on the east and north. It is an open plan, fresh, simple, and direct, with all possible built-in amenities.
The North Triangle Project in Philadelphia, designed by John H. Graham & Associates and Milton Schwartz, a non-Federal-aid job, is a large and handsome high-rise group on a fine site, formerly partially occupied by slums, with Fairmount Parkway on one side and the Schuylkill on the other. Here again we find the universal slab, which in time may weary us, although it appears to be well designed here.

The city planning directors of both Philadelphia and Baltimore, Edmund Bacon and Arthur McVoy, respectively, are both partial to the use of redevelopment to create small squares and intimate linear pedestrian ways, (Baltimore). Several charming schemes are resulting from this idea, which is at the opposite end of the scale from the projects briefed above. In fact, this very variety of redevelopment concepts is its most healthy aspect.

In New York, redevelopment takes many forms, from the Coliseum on Columbus Circle to co-operative housing at Corlear's Hook and on Morningside Heights. The peculiar nature of land values, densities, and building habits in New York seem to stamp all the residential designs with a deadly, towering, red brick uniformity that is overwhelming. So far no project really stands out among the towers, although many are orderly and let in light all the way to the ground, a relatively new phenomenon outside of Central Park. But New York is New York and it infects areas for a radius of many miles, where imitations of the New York solutions seem to be appearing.

In New Haven, the Oak Street Connector is one of many redevelopment projects which form units in a wholesale rebuilding concept which is now fermenting the city. No place in New England seems to possess a vitality for rebuilding as great as that of New Haven. A series of fiery comprehensive plans from Maurice Rotival and an active city government are shifting highways, markets, and business areas. New Haven has more planning gumption than most cities twice its size.

Redevelopment design is a new challenge and stimulus. Much not mentioned here is unbelievably bad but many not shown are as good as those that are. And in many places objectives are still so confused that no rational planning is possible.
Post-War Rebuilding in Western Europe:
by Leo Grebler*

In the rebuilding of Europe’s cities, architects have been confronted with opportunities uncommon at least for the contemporary practitioner, for there was much more involved than designing individual buildings or even suburban “projects.” City reconstruction called for designing large building ensembles or entire urban areas and sometimes virtually new towns. Design on so large a scale was required in scores of communities in every one of the countries that suffered major war destruction. The dimensions of the task were similar to those of the largest of our own redevelopment projects and were often many times greater. Certainly, the number of areas that had to be rebuilt far exceeded the total of all the redevelopment programs undertaken thus far in the United States. And while the accent here has been on residential redevelopment, the rebuilding of European cities involved many business centers.

Few architects were equipped by their pre-war experience to deal with design problems on such a scale. Here was perhaps the greatest challenge to civic design in our generation. How has it been met? How has the design process itself been adapted to the unusual task? What kind of architecture has emerged?

No over-all answer to these questions can encompass the rich variety in European reconstruction. Organizational arrangements for city rebuilding vary between a strict design hierarchy in France, a more or less severely controlled architecture in some English and Dutch cities, and a prevailing attitude of “business as usual” in Germany and Italy. The style of reconstruction architecture in each of the five countries ranges from traditional to progressive, and within this range there are all shades of quality from the mediocre to the excellent, at least in the eyes of this observer. In spite of the great variations in architecture from city to city in each country, there is evidence, nevertheless, of the persistent strength of national traditions. One might say that even contemporary, progressive architecture, which has so many aspects of a movement cutting across national boundaries, reflects deep-seated national characteristics. In other words, each country shows a different interpretation of what is considered to be modern architecture.

The sharp differences in design from country to country and from city to city are not only a result of the usual variations in attitudes toward traditional or advanced architecture. They are also due to the fact that the challenge itself of civic design has been met with various degrees of response. In some cases the opportunity presented by the challenge was not even recognized; in others it was recognized but only faintly utilized; but in still other instances, the challenge was fully met.

France: persistence of formalism

In terms of organization, the French were the best prepared for adjusting the process of design to the scale of city rebuilding. True to her centralist tradition, France has used a design hierarchy parallel to the administrative hierarchy for city reconstruction. A chief architect for each war-damaged city, appointed by the Ministry of Housing and Reconstruction, is at the top of the organization pyramid. He usually picks up where the chief urbanist, also appointed by the Ministry, leaves off; that is, he gives physical contours to the general reconstruction plan that determines the street layout, land use zones, and building volume.

*Research Professor in Urban Land Use and Housing, Columbia University, New York, N. Y. This discussion, which has been slightly reduced in length, has been extracted from the chapter, “The Role of Architecture,” in Technical Bulletin No. 28, Europe’s Reborn Cities, March 1956, published by Urban Land Institute, Washington 6, D. C.
The chief architect's task concerns the detailed distribution of the building mass, the over-all style and general design of façades, and the selection of exterior materials. He furnishes the architectural conception in rough sketches and, most important, designates the block architects who, guided by his general proposals, develop the detail for each block. Individual buildings are designed by architects selected by the owners, but these architects are more or less bound by the general treatment prescribed in the chief and block architects' work. Opportunities for significant exterior variations are usually quite limited.

As a result of the hierarchic organization of design, the rebuilt French city tends to show more consistency in style and greater uniformity in exterior materials than can be found in almost any city in any of the other countries. No modern deviation mars the deliberate restoration of Orleans in the 18th Century style, with its mansards and cornices and all the rest. Auguste Perret's preference for the natural color of concrete has left its mark on Le Havre's main reconstruction area; only recently, since his death, have exceptions to the dust-gray texture of concrete enriched the physical appearance of the area. The urge for consistency has sometimes produced monotony. While Le Havre and Orleans, each in its own way, at least show sharply differentiated profiles, there is a lack of local color in other places. Acid critics have observed that some kind of MLR or MRU style is visible in too many of the rebuilt cities (derived from the capital letters of the Ministry, the name of which has changed over time). This uniformity has not evolved from employing salaried architects working in the Ministry. It is rather the result of the Ministry's choice of private architects to fill the top positions.

Generally, reconstruction shows strong traces of the traditional French formalism and a strange absence of the qualities of charm and intimacy. Le Havre, perhaps the outstanding example of civic design in French reconstruction, has grandeur and avoids monotony by variation in the height of buildings, but its neoclassicism in modern disguise lacks warmth.

Maubeuge's new center of shops and apartment houses shows a more successful break with formalism, but it suffers from too much repetition of identical types of buildings. Abbeville is perhaps the most impressive instance of a break with formalism and of the successful combination of unified design and variety. The unusual planning features—open planning, curved streets, the trapezoidal form of the main plaza, and the use of "bridge buildings" over streets—are matched by the remarkable over-all design by M. Lafon, the chief architect. Identical exterior materials are used for groups of buildings rather than the entire reconstruction area. A standardized window design is camouflaged by varied exterior treatments. Thus, each building ensemble gives a strong impression of unity, yet there is sufficient differentiation to avoid boredom. The harsh demands of economy are met, but the struggle with financial stringency is more effectively resolved than in other places.

Rouen's rebuilt center is quite undistinguished architecturally. However, the projected development of a government and residential district on the left bank of the Seine promises major architectural as well as planning innovations. The traditional reconstruction of Orleans and Saint-Malo, as well as of other cities, has often raised costs unnecessarily.

Thus, organization for unified design in France has had mixed results. A high degree of architectural consistency in each city has been accomplished at the price of excessive uniformity and a lack of color.

Saint-Malo (left). This small town, almost completely destroyed, was rebuilt in a severe and costly traditional style.
Abbeville (above). One of the "bridge buildings" enclosing Place Courbet, the main plaza, which was designed in a trapezoidal shape.
England: controlled design

English cities exercise architectural controls not only through their strong public powers but also as the owners of the land in all major reconstruction areas. When they lease parcels for private development, they act as landlords who can impose architectural as well as other conditions on builders. Thus, the opportunities for civic design are great in theory. In practice, the opportunities have been used in varying degree.

Plymouth has perhaps gone farthest in the exercise of formal rigid controls not only regarding planning features, such as the use and height of buildings, but also with respect to architectural treatment, the choice of exterior materials, window sizes, and so forth. Portland stone, for example, is prescribed as facing material on principal shopping streets. Indeed, Plymouth's new center betrays a considerable degree of regimentation. It is grandiose but cold and uninteresting; its architecture is streamlined but heavy, and it lacks originality, graciousness, and variety.

Nowhere, outside of London, has the role of design in reconstruction been as fully grasped as in Coventry. Here is one of the few English cities where an architect-planner rather than the city engineer has been in charge of reconstruction, and Donald Gibson, the City Architect and Planning Officer, has made the most of his opportunity. He has himself designed Broadgate House which serves as a focal point for the city center. It was the first structure to be built in the area; and with its clock tower, imaginative landscaping, open terrace, and use of the Lady Godiva theme for ornamentation has set a high standard for later projects. Coventry's center is typical of a certain playfulness which is beginning to enrich contemporary English architecture. The exterior materials used in buildings in Coventry vary, although brick predominates. Uniformity in the height of structures has been avoided. There is an impression of homogeneity in the midst of variety. Coventry, incidentally, is one of the few places in which a bombed cathedral is left in ruins as a memento of the follies of war. A new, highly modern cathedral (the object of much controversy) is to be built on an adjoining site.

Plymouth (left). Buildings along Armada Way show the somewhat frigid and regimented architecture of the center. Note patterning of sidewalks.

Coventry (below left). Broadgate, the new center, has a spacious plaza. Broadgate House (in center), a "bridge building," has motor traffic passing beneath and special tunnels for pedestrians. Detail (below) shows open terrace overlooking the plaza.
Exeter’s rebuilt shopping area shows a conservative tendency befitting to this town’s tradition as an ecclesiastical and university center. The architecture, Georgian gone Swedish, is straightforward and pleasing though not exciting.

Bristol has made comparatively little use of its opportunity to create a new civic design, and its shopping center already has a look of yesteryear. The same is true of most of the office buildings so far completed in the City of London. More daring designs are in the offing, however, and reconstruction in the financial heart of London is still so incomplete that parts of the area may yet acquire a new face.

Elsewhere in London, however, there is much to be seen that is forward-looking and worth while. Lansbury has received universal acclaim for the excellence of its design, for the warmth of its architecture, and for the attention given to detail in its architectural as well as its planning features. These same qualities prevailed in the rebuilding of other subsections of the Stepney-Poplar area.

The Pimlico and Paddington reconstruction areas in London compare well with the best of our own residential redevelopment projects. Pimlico, with its glass enclosed, cylindrical heating tower, and its mixture of high-rise and low-rise apartment buildings, has become a modern landmark along the Thames. The stark contrast with the surrounding area of small, three-story houses proclaims progress. The architecture is a bit rigid, though, the treatment of concrete is a little heavy, the layout is too rectangular, and the open spaces in the access galleries tend to become dirty in the London climate.

Much of the English reconstruction architecture is austere and undistinguished. Controls have sometimes produced a design representing the lowest common denominator to be found among the sponsors, the architects, the planners in charge, and the city councils. Yet, one observes with pleasure a “loosening up” in many places, a new zest for ornamentation, an effort to throw off reserve and restraint—all in line with the remarkable general renaissance of the arts in England.
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Holland: planning versus design

In Holland, the design of reconstruction areas is controlled in much the same way as in England. The architectural controls exercised by the cities vary in strength and in objective. Rotterdam, in its early phase of rebuilding, tried one-man rule, which was so dominant in France, and appointed architectural supervisors for sub-areas. But this system was quickly given up in favor of architectural committees that were set up to review individual designs.

The planning elements for reconstruction areas are determined in such detail by some of the city planning departments that there is often little leeway left for imaginative designers; and every change in the plan requires a cumbersome process of review. It is never easy to draw the demarcation line between planning and design. The line becomes quite blurred when the planning functions are extended as much as they were in the reconstruction of several Dutch (as well as English) cities. When city planners do more than establish general rules, they begin to encroach upon the fields of the designer and the architect. Here is a problem that is well worth the study of practitioners in both fields.

Architectural controls were handled gingerly in Rotterdam, and here, the visual impression is one of liveliness and vitality that befits this commercial center less steeped in tradition than many other European cities. The new Rotterdam is one of the most American-looking cities of Europe, not only because it is new but also because it has a degree of exuberance and informality. The Lijnbaan pedestrian shopping area is notable not only for its planning features but also as an example of modern, yet simple and unobtrusive, architecture and excellent store design. A visual focus, however, would greatly add to the attractiveness of Rotterdam’s main reconstruction area.

In The Hague, the major rebuilding project executed to date is in the Sportlaan-Scheveningen area, an area that had been demolished by the Germans so that they could build their Atlantic seawall. The small pre-war houses, containing a total of 4000 dwelling units, have been replaced by large, modern apartment blocks on both sides of a green belt about 500 ft wide—probably one of the most open residential developments in Europe. But a green strip as wide as this tends to divide rather than integrate and unite. The long, narrow shape of this reconstruction area confronted the designer, W. M. Dudok, with a difficult problem, and the compromises made during the execution of his plan may have distorted the original conception.

The new business center of Nijmegen has for the most part a rather utilitarian look and is without architectural distinction. But the buildings around the new square, Plein 1944, are pleasing in their total impression. One of the most modern and luxurious Dutch buildings of the postwar period stands in the new public-building center of Arnhem, the seat of the provincial government. Arnhem also has one of the most gracious new railroad stations in Europe.

Middelburg, a small town with a proud tradition, was deliberately restored in 18th Century style. The quaint exteriors of the stores belie the modern layout and equipment one finds within. The merchants themselves seem to be doubtful about the sales value of quaintness; many of them have already replaced the small paneled windows with large plate-glass windows so they may more effectively display their wares.

In general, reconstruction architecture in Holland is less austere than in England and less regimented than in France. Few projects approximate the high standard of advanced Dutch prewar architecture, but the average design is competent, honest, and pleasant.
Germany: a bewildering case

Because of the strong emphasis on private initiative in German reconstruction, civic design is a rarity. Architectural controls are those of the traditional “Baupflege,” that is, the municipal power of vetoing a proposed design because of incompatibility or similar, primarily aesthetic, reasons—a power used by different cities to a varying degree and with varying effectiveness.

Yet, there are a few remarkable examples of unified design in the rebuilt areas of German cities, thanks largely to the informal influences of architect-planners in charge of reconstruction and to the opportunities made possible here and there by municipal or other large-scale land ownership. In some places, the average quality of reconstruction architecture is high. It is less formalistic than in France, less utilitarian than in England, and lighter than the “modern” German architecture of yesteryear.

Hanover is perhaps the German city with the most consistently high quality of architecture. When it is completed, the group of office buildings that is being placed at the nodal points of an inner-ring road will be an impressive example of civic design made possible through the subtle guidance of Stadtbaurat Rudolf Hillebrecht and by architectural co-operation rather than the heavy stick of regimentation.

Frankfurt’s residential Mainufer project and the reconstruction of the Altstadt are among the exceptional examples of a successful blending of traditional with contemporary architecture. Municipal land ownership has facilitated a unified city design, but great care was taken to avoid monotony. In the new business center, somewhat garish advertising and an overdose of neon lights unfortunately mar the generally fine reconstruction architecture.

Darmstadt provides another illustration of the persistence of local traditions. Its rebuilt center shows strong traces of the Jugendstil which was promoted in this city about 50 years ago. Here, however, one finds good, straightforward, and simple design in office and residential buildings. The ruins of the Stadtkapelle in Darmstadt have been converted into an impressively landscaped monument to the war.

In Hamburg, because the remaining building shells and walls were used so extensively in reconstruction, there is little new architecture to be seen, particularly in the business center. The Binnenalster fortunately has retained its charm, the famous main shopping area of Moenckeburg Strasse and the offices on Ballin Allee appear to be about the same as before the war, and the pioneering residential developments of Fritz Schumacher still show the somewhat severe modernity of the Twenties and early Thirties. New architecture is more often in evidence in some of the outlying reconstruction areas of the city.

In many cities there is much rebuilding “as before” that is often concealed by modernized storefronts and façades. Hohe Strasse, the main downtown shopping street in Cologne, is a less than pleasing example of this type of reconstruction.

On the whole, German reconstruction design leaves the observer bewildered. Nowhere in Western Europe was the opportunity for civic design greater than in the vast destroyed areas of German cities. Yet nowhere does one find so much reinstatement of the old, or so much reconstruction of individual buildings rather than of whole urban areas. Where it has come to fruition, however, civic design is of high quality. Because of the large number of devastated cities, and the absence of national reconstruction policy, the range of solutions to the problems of reconstruction is so great as to defy any generalization.
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Italy: the best and the worst

The most advanced, stunning, and luxurious architecture in Europe is to be found in Italian reconstruction, particularly in Milan. The new Olivetti building, the extension of the Montecatini office complex, and other business as well as residential projects in this skyscraper city, perhaps the most American-looking metropolis on the Continent, are remarkable specimens of modern design.

But Italy's reconstruction architecture at its best is limited to only a few cases and usually to individual buildings. Because much of the war damage in Italian cities was spot damage, there has been little opportunity for civic design. And where the opportunity exists, as in the three major war-damaged areas in Genoa, the projects are still on paper. An emphasis on private initiative, the weak administration of such municipal powers as do exist, and the traditional Italian individualism are roadblocks to the execution of unified design schemes through dictation, persuasion, or co-operation. The art commissions and other agencies concerned with the preservation of Italy's rich historical monuments are powerful instruments for the reinstatement of the status quo.

The reconstruction architecture of Leghorn has a certain sweep and vitality, though it is hardly distinguished. Here, as in some French cities, buildings along a block or a whole street have been given a unified architectural treatment so that a group of structures, each of which is held by different owners, has at least the visual appearance of one building. The rebuilt residential areas of Pisa are dull and fail to reflect this city's rich artistic tradition. The rebuilt residential areas of Pisa are dull and fail to reflect this city's rich artistic tradition. Naples' reconstruction plan for the Nuova Via Marittima promises to provide an impressive array of public and private office buildings, but few of them are completed.

The rebuilding of the many small towns and villages that were completely wiped out confronted Italian designers with a unique and significant opportunity, at least in theory. In practice, little has been made of the opportunity. Cassino is a case in point. In view of the emotional overtones involved in this case, because of Cassino's importance for tourism, and because of the interest taken in its reconstruction by the national government, one might have expected to find a better than ordinary architectural treatment for this "martyred city," rebuilt on a new site. But the new architecture is humdrum, unimaginative, and almost shabby.

An even more serious failure in design is to be seen in the rebuilt Ponte Vecchio area in Florence. Competitions were held and prizes awarded, and art authorities such as Bernard Berenson, the venerable expert on the Renaissance, as well as the local press participated in a ferocious debate as to how to rebuild this area. But actual reconstruction proceeded in a haphazard fashion, without regard for the prize-winning designs. As a result, the famous old bridge is overwhelmed by the building mass, of indeterminate architectural style, that borders upon it. Some of the narrow streets near the bridge were widened by three to seven ft, which destroy their previous charm without facilitating the flow of traffic. Several new buildings in the area are so high as to obscure the medieval towers.

Summary

When the reconstructed areas are compared with the great architectural creations of Europe's past centuries, so many examples of which fortunately still exist, one cannot help being disappointed. There are few examples of truly great architecture or of convincing civic design. Much of the architecture is utilitarian.
and even pedestrian, and it betrays financial stringency as well as the need for speed. There is less progressive design than the avant-garde had hoped to see.

But are we justified in setting so high a standard? When we consider Europe’s economic limitations and then compare the architecture in its rebuilt cities with the average rather than the best design of past ages, particularly with the work of the 19th and early 20th Centuries, then one can sense that there has been a degree of progress. There are examples of good, straightforward design in every country. Substantial advances have been made in designing more efficient and pleasant interiors.

Final judgment on the role of civic design in European city reconstruction must be deferred until more of the public building groups—many of which, particularly in England and France, are still on the drawing boards—are executed. In the meantime there is perhaps a lesson to be learned from European reconstruction. Where the organizational setup was favorable to it, the execution of a unified design scheme was facilitated but by no means assured. In places where the lack of organization militated against good civic design, as in Germany, one can yet find remarkable achievements. Men rather than organizations create architecture of enduring value.

The story of architecture in European city reconstruction would be incomplete without some reference to the time and talent devoted to the restoration of treasured buildings everywhere. A large amount of resources has gone, and is still going, into this activity, and a high priority has been accorded to it in most countries. Nowhere has restoration work absorbed so large a proportion of construction resources as in Italy. Montecassino, perhaps the most controversial case of war destruction, is the biggest job of faithful restoration in Europe. Governments have sometimes been criticized for pouring such large amounts of money into the restoration of historical monuments, and it is indeed easy to compute how many badly needed houses poverty-stricken Italy could have built with the funds used for the rehabilitation of churches, palaces, and other public buildings. But as John Hersey showed somovingly in A Bell For Adano, people do not live by bread (or good housing) alone. Symbolic values are important in city reconstruction.

Even the Communist leaders of Warsaw, whom one might suspect of holding little respect for tradition, have expended enormous resources on the exact reinstatement of venerated buildings and statues in Marienstadt, the old town, and have given this project priority over many other urban improvements which would have been more directly “useful.” In Leningrad, “hundreds of architects and experts spent months in restoring the columns, the minor adornments, the decorations of the ancient regime.”

These cases, and the restoration of damaged cathedrals in France, of famous town halls in Holland, of the House of Commons, Gray’s Inn and many churches in London, and numerous similar efforts in Germany, testify to the strength of tradition, national heritage, and symbolism in the rebuilding of cities, regardless of differences in the political and economic organization of society. And in West European countries where tourism is an important source of income, the restoration of treasured buildings is considered good business as well as a matter of pride and sentiment.

---

Cassino (below). The new town, moved from the mountainside to the plains, consists largely of blocks of indifferently designed apartment houses.

Milan (right). The Olivetti office building, on a bombed site in the city center, is an outstanding example of modern Italian architecture.
Throughout the United States, overhead street lighting generates an amount of light estimated at 20,000,000,000 lumens, during approximately 4000 night hours each year. This may seem to be an imposing figure, but it is only about one-tenth the amount of direct summer sunlight falling on a single square mile. Five times this present amount of light, however, is needed if all our existing urban streets are to be lighted to minimum recommendations.

standard practice and the ACTION program

Three years ago the American Standards Association approved the current American Standard Practice for Street and Highway Lighting. These unified recommendations, worked out in detail by a special committee of the Illuminating Engineering Society, set forth the principles for adequate street lighting. On ordinary urban residential streets, for example, at least 0.2 average ft-c (lumens per sq ft) should be provided. At least 1.2 ft-c is the level recommended for streets with heaviest vehicular and pedestrian traffic. The National Street & Traffic Safety Lighting Bureau estimates that only one mile in 14 of our present urban street mileage is provided with lighting levels meeting these recommendations. This might well be the measure of our apathy to the alarming growth of traffic and street-crime problems in the nation (Figure 1).

Are these recommendations unreasonably high? No, not at all. The illumination figures are advised as the minimum needed on the roadway to provide adequate visibility for safe and easy movement of vehicular and pedestrian traffic. These levels are exceeded in many communities today, where the important benefits of good street lighting are fully recognized.

Why, then, is so much of our street lighting far below standard? Why have expenditures for street lighting lagged behind other municipal service expenses?

During World War II, many lighting programs were deferred, of necessity—for lack of equipment and power, and because of coastal dimouts. Since the war, most of these programs have been reactivated, and street lighting in this country has moved forward as never before. Still, there remain many communities in which programs of lighting modernization have been neglected; in others the lighting programs have been limited to certain types of streets, while omitting others. Just as public awareness has been aroused to the need for new schools, highways, and sanitation facilities, so must the public respond to the fact that improved street lighting can save thousands of lives and millions of dollars each year.

While automobile registrations have risen continuously and travel at night has generally increased, street lights installed in the Model-T-Ford era have grown grossly obsolete (Figure 2). Although they were adequate in their day, they have long outlived their usefulness and are completely unsuited to the demands of modern traffic. Many street-lighting systems ride the path of degeneracy similar to the process of area “blight”—the term used by the ACTION program (American Council to Improve Our Neighborhoods). ACTION defines “blight” as “the decay that sets in wherever people neglect their homes or allow
Their neighborhoods to decline." It further explains that many blighted areas result from undirected growth of the commercial part of a city until it imposes its effects on portions that have been completely residential. The effect of obsolete, inadequate street lighting is an accompanying factor—often a contributing factor—in such urban blight.

The remedies also are parallel. ACTION calls for public-spirited citizens to initiate action on urban redevelopment. The broad aspects often indicate that newly defined zones are in order. Commercial, industrial, and residential interests are given deserved opportunity and protection. City councils are urged to plan long-term programs to encourage a healthy growth of each interest. Nothing fulfills all the purposes of these programs better than good street lighting.

**Economy with modern optical design**

Fortunately, recent advances in street-lighting techniques make possible vastly improved seeing conditions, usually at much less than a proportionate increase in cost. The development of more efficient mercury-vapor and fluorescent light sources makes possible more light production for each watt of power supplied. Contemporary pendant-type luminaires direct more of the generated light toward the roadway, where it should be. Today's designs provide more uniform distribution of light to improve seeing conditions. Engineers have learned more about the basic factors contributing to visibility. These are several of the reasons that new street lighting is a better bargain for civic security now than it was 20 years ago.

Getting the most value for the taxpayer's street-lighting dollar calls for a well balanced lighting budget. Parts of the dollar go into fixtures, controls, circuits, energy, lamps, facilities, and maintenance. In addition, with nearly all the streets deserving light, the budget must be split intelligently to meet the needs of each classification of street.

**How much light, and why?**

Quantity of light is chosen according to the traffic pattern of each street. Such traffic includes both vehicles and pedestrians. **American Standard Practice** recommends minimum illumination levels on this basis, as shown (Table 1).

The difference between total darkness and broad daylight is infinite. The 0.2—1.2 ft-c levels recommended for street lighting seem far closer to darkness than to the thousands of footcandles that we find under direct sunlight. When an object is brightly lighted it can be seen in detail. At the relatively low illumination levels of the Standard Practice, we depend mostly upon seeing by simple contrast of the object against its background. Research has shown that objects on lighted pavements usually appear darker than the pavement. About three-fourths of our ability to see for night driving may be attributed to this type of appear-

**TABLE 1: Current Recommended Average Horizontal Footcandles (lumens per sq ft)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pedestrian traffic</th>
<th>Very light (under 150)</th>
<th>Light (150-500)</th>
<th>Medium (500-1200)</th>
<th>Heavy to heaviest (1200 up)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heavy</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light or none</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 From "American Standard Practice for Street and Highway Lighting."  
4 This condition is unusual, but if it should occur, the footcandle figure appearing in the column to the right may be used.  
5 Lighted highways and expressways at grade should have illumination similar to that on urban streets with comparable traffic flow, either vehicular or pedestrian. An average of 0.6 ft-c is recommended for highways with full control of access as defined by the American Association of State Highway Officials, such as elevated or depressed expressways from which pedestrians are excluded. The values given for very light vehicular traffic pertain to roadways, such as those in residential areas, where vehicular speeds are low, in the order of 15 to 25 mph.
Glare reduces visibility and causes eye discomfort. Modern design of street lighting provides good pavement brightness characteristics, with as little glare as possible. Luminaires should be mounted at sufficient height (Figure 3) to be well above the line-of-sight of the motorist. Modern luminaire design suppresses glare by limiting the candlepower beam above given angles as advised by the Standard Practice. Other factors such as low-brightness luminaires and increased brightness of surroundings aid in reducing glare.

**types of streets to be lighted**

Nearly all urban streets can be sorted into four major classifications. Residential streets, with light vehicular and pedestrian traffic, include the greatest street mileage. The through streets, carrying mostly local traffic between residential and business areas, represent the medium traffic classification. Arterial streets are the main thoroughfares, traveled heavily by local and through traffic; these constitute the third important group. Finally, the downtown streets in the big-store retail districts are classed as main business streets.

**residential streets**

Where a street-lighting modernization program has been developed, it has usually concentrated upon lighting important high-traffic arteries and business streets. These are the areas of most traffic accidents, but similar attention is now needed on the residential streets. Today's boom in home building makes this need all the more urgent. Over a million new housing units and 10,000 miles of new residential streets are added every year, and the end of this boom is still not in sight. In addition to the expanding growth in new communities, urban-residential redevelopment makes its claim also for adequate lighting of this type.

Good residential street lighting stimulates pride in personal property and is perhaps one of the most easily achieved outward indications of a progressive community.

Such lighting is needed to protect pedestrians against assault and residents against prowlers. It provides convenience and safety both for pedestrians and motorists.

For the city or the electric utility, installation of such a lighting system is usually considerably simpler than on a downtown street because of longer spacings, the frequent use of wood poles, and easier installation of poles and electrical supply. Also, the utility or the municipal government makes more friends within a community by installation of an up-to-date lighting system, than by most other means. It is a tangible type of service of which the public is most aware.

Residential street lighting (Figures 4 and 5) is accomplished with the smaller lamp sizes. Usually these are incandescent lamps, in new luminaires that give precise optical control and distribute the light so that fewer poles on relatively long spacings may be used. Some use is also being made of the new small sizes...
of mercury-vapor lamps, with high efficiency and long useful life making up for their greater lamp cost.

**medium-traffic streets**

Automobile traffic on these streets is heavier than on residential streets, so that traffic safety becomes more important. Pedestrians need protection against traffic as well as criminal actions. This street classification includes those passing through some commercial neighborhoods, so that the street lighting takes on the added responsibility of lighting to reduce break-ins, theft, and vandalism.

The low-cost group housing that is a part of urban redevelopment often includes medium-traffic streets. In such older, more thickly settled portions of the city, vandalism, street fights, and crime have often been a special problem. In many cases, this problem has been sharply reduced simply by changing from a dimly lighted to a well lighted area.

Mercury (Figure 6) or medium-size incandescent lamps (Figure 7) are generally used for these installations. The new technique of fluorescent lighting is also applicable (Figure 8) particularly where there are many pedestrians or where an attractive appearance is sought.

**arterial streets**

Here we have far more vehicular traffic than pedestrians, and traffic safety is the chief objective. Arterial streets are often used to guide strangers through a city, as well as to take motorists conveniently from one portion of the city to another. Hence the lighting installation is one part of the over-all design of the thoroughfare to carry a fairly heavy traffic flow with the greatest speed and the fewest interruptions consistent with safety.

Traffic accidents are more concentrated on these streets, for greater hazards are produced by the combination of faster traffic flow, heavy traffic density, and unfamiliarity of out-of-town motorists. These hazards make it especially necessary to provide good seeing conditions at night, so the lighting is usually done by high-output lamps in up-to-date luminaires. These may be the large mercury lamps, with high efficiency and long useful life making up for their greater lamp cost.

---

**Figure 6**—medium-traffic street in Malden, Mass., with mercury lamps; 15,000 lumens, 28-ft mounting height, 110-ft spacing. Luminaires located to reduce shadows from heavy tree foliage.

**Figure 7**—medium-traffic street in Cleveland, Ohio, with filament lamps; 10,000 lumens, 25-ft mounting height, 85-ft spacing. Average maintained illumination 1.1 ft-c.

**Figure 8**—medium-traffic street (private industrial roadway) in East Cleveland, Ohio, with four fluorescent lamps (21,000 total lumens) per luminaire; 25-ft mounting height, 100-ft spacing, 1.0 ft-c average maintained. Wet street shows large area patterns of reflected brightness on pavement.
lamps, incandescent, or the high-output fluorescent lamps1 and fixtures designed for such street lighting (Figures 9-11).

**business streets**

On these streets, one again must provide for pedestrians, but in far greater volume, particularly during evening shopping hours. Also, a main business district carries a high volume of vehicular traffic, with automobile, bus, taxi, and truck traffic all included. Safety for both pedestrians and vehicles is an important part of the lighting problem, but here the street-lighting installation serves many other functions. It promotes business, adds to civic pride, enhances real-estate values, and serves as a community show window. The amount of light needed is usually at the top level of the Standard Practice recommendation—1.2 average ft-c or more. Many installations, based on these other features in addition to traffic safety, provide an average of 5 ft-c or more. Since the lamps provide greater light output, the luminaires are usually mounted higher above the street, at mounting heights of 30 to 35 ft.

For these high-traffic business streets, the lighting installation may use any of the three modern light sources—filament, mercury, or fluorescent lamps—and do an effective job (Figures 12-15). With the trend toward high illumination levels in business districts, particularly when above the 1.2-footcandle minimum recommendation, the high-efficiency mercury and fluorescent lamp types usually prove to be the most economical because of the increased saving in energy cost.

**quality of light**

Particularly on the high-traffic business streets just described, quality in the lighting system also becomes an important consideration. This matter of quality is difficult to measure, but two of its important factors are seeing comfort and color of light.

Under the topic of color there are really four different light sources to consider, for the color effect of mercury-vapor lamps can be improved by the use of a phosphor coating on the bulb to supply a red color component that the mercury lamp ordinarily lacks, thus helping to give a better balanced color of light. The various lamps' color appearances are the familiar yellow-white for incandescent lamp, light greenish-blue for mercury, blue-white for color-improved mercury, and white for fluorescent.

However, color rendition is another matter, for the appearance of colored objects under the light cannot always be predicted by the apparent color of the light source itself. The color rendition of the incandescent lamp is excellent, although it lacks a little of the blue and green to bring out trees and foliage to best advantage in a landscaped area. Next best is the "standard-cool-white" fluorescent color—not quite as well balanced throughout the color spectrum as the incandescent, although the fluorescent does have enough additional blue color to enhance the green appearance of foliage. At the bottom of the list is the light from the clear mercury lamp, almost completely lacking in red color, so that complex appearance of pedestrians is quite unflattering. The color rendition of the color-improved mercury lamp is somewhat better in this respect, although it still falls short of both fluorescent and incandescent light.

In the matter of seeing comfort, fluorescent street lighting has a strong advan-
tage. This generally compensates for the fact that its cost, even for a well lighted business street, is generally higher than for a mercury-lamp installation and about the same as for an incandescent-lamp installation of equal foot-candles.

The basic distinctiveness of a fluorescent-lamp street-lighting luminaire, that affects seeing comfort, is in its size and shape. The fluorescent luminaire must be several times greater in length in order to accommodate the longer fluorescent lamp. Therefore, this long, large-area fixture has a lower brightness toward the motorist's eyes, for the same amount of total light output. This physical necessity is turned to advantage in its application to street lighting.

First of all, visibility on wet streets is better with this large-area luminaire, because the pavement reflection pattern toward the motorist's eyes shows broad paths of reflected brightness (Figure 8) rather than the narrow dazzling streaks that are typical under smaller, more concentrated mercury- or incandescent-lamp fixtures.

Also, seeing comfort depends largely upon the brightness of the light source itself in the field of view, and this brightness is less with the large-area fluorescent luminaire. Discomfort glare doesn't result in immediate loss of seeing, but it does lead to an accumulative fatigue for the motorist as he continues to drive at night against automobile headlights, flashing signs, and uncomfortable street lighting. Increased comfort, then, is a real advantage for the large, low-brightness luminaires.

**A Planned Lighting System**

The science of street lighting continues to change and grow, with improvements in light sources, optical design, and installation appearance. Street lighting is gaining recognition as an important feature of community planning, either with suburban expansion or with urban redevelopment. We include interior lighting with design for the factory or commercial building—and now, more and more, the home. Likewise street lighting, along with the gas, water, and other utilities, can be designed as an integral part of the whole community. With the technical help of qualified street-lighting engineers, this outdoor lighting system can be made flexible for later expansion or improvement, and can be engineered to the specific traffic needs of the street, fitting in with other overhead and underground utilities. So planned, a street-lighting system can perform all these functions and be an asset from an aesthetic point of view. It can stand as a landmark of a progressive community.
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Now You Can Specify Maximum "SLIP-RESISTANCE" without sacrificing Beauty and Wear

Climaxing years of research in Hillyard laboratories, this new "test tube" finish

Is formulated for asphalt tile, yet safe for all floors
Will not soften, fade, darken or discolor any resilient flooring material.
Gives complete surface protection
Forms a hard, smooth, unbroken surface that repels dirt and grease, keeping them from grinding in. Protects floor against food fats, that otherwise would create an unsightly, slippery condition. No water spotting.
Makes maintenance easy
The hard, smooth surface makes sweeping fast and simple. Although non-slip, it is not tacky, will not catch and build up dirt.

Provides extra economy
The finish stays. After repeated washings, the rich velvety lustre buffs back easily. Eliminates frequent stripping and refinishing.
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HILLYARD, St. Joseph, Mo. In our 49th Year of Service
Please give me complete details and specifications suggested for the Super Hilco-Lustre treatment of Resilient floors.

Name ________________________________
Firm ________________________________
Address ______________________________
City _____________________________ State __________
My structural friend, Joseph L. Fraioli, takes me to task like so:

Dear Ben: We understand that the inspection for both the steel and concrete on the above project will be performed by a testing laboratory. We do not feel that this is a proper approach to a job of this magnitude. We feel that, somehow, the design engineer should be permitted to gain full control of the building during construction for which he is responsible.

It is common knowledge that the design engineer in the past has had little control of what occurs during the construction of the building he designs. This is chiefly due to the lack of funds provided in his contract with the architect. The architect, in turn, has no monies over and above his own contract to reimburse the engineer for added inspection that is necessary for the good of the project. Therefore, in the usual architect-engineer contract, the amount of inspection provided is almost negligible. In most cases, it is limited to two field trips, one trip for inspecting the soil capacity and the other made at a much later date, to ascertain the quality of workmanship after a good deal of the project has been completed.

In essence, this condition is not basically sound and there is a general trend to further the responsibility of the engineer to his projects. There is no one who knows the desired strength of the basic structure better than the design engineer and, therefore, it remains that he and he alone be responsible for the structural integrity of the building. His interest is manifested in all phases involving the structure he has designed. Itemized they include the following (all concrete inspection and structural-steel inspection):

**INSPECTION:** The engineer should inspect the bearing capacity and characteristics of the soil under each footing prior to concreting operations. Schools today are spread over large areas, necessitating many field visits.

**Concrete Inspection:** The engineer should be present prior to and during all concreting operations. He should approve the quality of forms, positioning of reinforcing steel and quality of concrete during placing. Method of forming concrete structures varies with the contractor employed and the type and weight of concrete section being cast. The design engineer can best determine the adequacy of the forms provided. The vital significance of the reinforcing steel is inherent in concrete construction. Shop drawings as approved by the design engineer can only convey to him what steel is intended, but unless he is there to inspect it before concreting, there is no assurance that the bars have not been misplaced or omitted. His knowledge of the design requirements of the structure will permit him to observe instantly omissions or displacements.

Of importance, also, is the type and quality of concrete being used. From the plant where it is batched to the point of placement there are many variables which can affect the strength and quality of concrete. To the design engineer, the importance of obtaining quality concrete is synonymous with his obtaining a strong structure. Visual inspection can be more enlightening and conclusive than results obtained from laboratory tests. Strength tests in cylinders have been made which would have indicated weak concrete. Yet ultimately it was found that the failures were attributed not to concrete placed but to the manner in which the cylinders were made or transported.

**Structural Steel Inspection:** The engineer should check fabrication of structural steel prior to shipment to the job. However, it is of more importance that he be permitted to inspect the erection of the site. Here his ability to spot weak points in bolting, welding, bracing, bridging, bearing, etc., coincides with his design knowledge and does not necessarily depend on job prints or specifications. If the structure meets with his approval the owner can be assured of its stability and integrity.

There are testing laboratories today that are equipped with an inspection division. Their performance can consist only of superficial examination, and they are fully dependent on plans and specifications rather than professional engineering knowledge. Their personnel generally are not of professional caliber but men who have been taught to correct errors by experience rather than by inner judgment or design criteria. It is questionable that these same men are capable of projecting the intent of the design. It is our recommendation that inspection services be given to allocating the inspection services to the design engineer with the testing laboratory under his supervision.

Joe speaks

There is a trend today to follow this procedure. It is not prompted by the desire to gain financially but to promote a further responsibility of the design engineer to his buildings.

What do you think?

**definitions**

I had nothing to do the other night; thought I'd like to have some fun with a few definitions you have undoubtedly been exposed to more than once in various media. I cribbed most of these from a reliable source (the guy you just met) who claimed he relied on an informed source (the guy who told the guy you just met) who in turn swears he got it from an unimpeachable source (the guy who started the rumor originally). To straighten out the problem, I made a survey (need for more time to think of an answer) in order to search for clarification (to fill in the background with so many details that the foreground goes underground). While the search was in progress (so wrapped in red tape that the situation is almost hopeless) I thought I would look into (by the time the wheel makes a full turn, it is assumed you will have forgotten about it) a program (any assignment that can't be completed by one telephone call) of approach in order to expedite (to confound confusion with commotion) my research work (looking for the jerk who moved the files). I needed an interpretation (your warped opinion pitted against your adversary's good sense) so I called upon a statistician (one who draws a mathematically precise line from an unwarranted assumption to a foregone conclusion) who proceeded to point up the issue (to expand one page to fifteen pages) at a conference (a place where conversation is substituted for the dreariness of labor and the loneliness of thought) where we sought to activate (to make carbons and add more names to the memorandum) the study. If you like these definitions, I'll do more of them for you, but first give me the benefit of your present thinking (I'll listen to what you have to say, as long as it doesn't interfere with what I have already decided to do) and will advise you in due course (if I figure it out, I'll let you know) after I have taken your request under consideration (never heard of it).
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SILVER SHOP, New York, N. Y.
Hansen & Thuesen, Inc., Designers
FIRE STATION, Tacoma, Wash.
Robert Billsbrough Price, Architect
MOSAIC

The only complete ceramic tile line
from America's largest ceramic tile manufacturer

Ask your Mosaic Representative for helpful, informative Mosaic literature
or write THE MOSAIC TILE COMPANY: Dept. 28-33, Zanesville, Ohio.

When American President Lines sought luxurious passenger accommodations for its new merchant freighters, S.S. President Jackson and S.S. President Hayes, Anshen & Allen, Architects, of San Francisco, were retained to supervise the arrangement of passenger quarters; and Eleanor Le Maire, designer and color specialist, was selected to design the interiors, including the color theming and lighting.

Miss Le Maire's design philosophy of warmth and homelike friendliness as desirable for public places, is richly expressed in the interiors of these luxury freighters. Color, light, space, and textures are used to define areas and to create effective design. Materials were chosen not only for their seaworthiness and adaptability to climate changes, but also for their surface interest and texture contrast. Each area glows with color, as carefully chosen and interrelated as a stained-glass window. The color schemes are varied, but co-ordinated; fresh and gay, but not obtrusive.

In designing the furniture, Miss Le Maire has given thoughtful attention to the niceties of comfort on a long voyage. The Staterooms, designed as sitting-bedrooms, are provided with ample storage, dressing-table and writing-desk, adjustable reading lights, tiltable headboards, even "Memory Board" bulletin boards for pinning-up souvenirs. In the Lounge, enough portable furniture is combined with the built-in variety to permit easy re-grouping for conversation or games.

"Passenger participation" ideas are introduced in a magnetized ethnological World Map mural, on which the course of the ship may be located with a midget ship model; in a World Clock, which tells the time "wherever you are as well as wherever you came from and are going"; in a self-service bar, conveniently placed in the Card Room off the Lounge.

Integrating art with interior design, Miss Le Maire has installed backlighted glass murals over the Dining Saloon buffet, hung American Indian Kachina dolls on the lounge wall of the S.S. President Hayes to key its basic decorative theme, and in the same place aboard the S.S. President Jackson, established a theme with wall-hung American folk sculpture.
Color, warmth, and an atmosphere that is friendly, informal, and inviting, keynote the interior design of the Lounge and adjoining Card Room. The color plan punctuates bronze, beige, and cream with bright accents of blue (ceiling) and orange (dropped ceiling). Built-in settees have drop-down arms. Lounge Chairs, with perforated-metal sides for cool seating, are lightly scaled for easy rearrangement in conversation groups. On the stair wall in the S.S. President Jackson, a collection of American folk sculptures establishes the decorative theme. The same area in the S.S. President Hayes (smaller photo top) displays American Indian dolls. Lighting is from overhead recessed-lens lights, supplemented by fluorescent cove lighting. Vinyl-tile deck covering,
milky Plexiglas luminous ceiling, bronze-and-oak framed, fluorescent light

self-service bar, oak sliding doors

Marine acoustical-tile painted light blue

card room

brown-and-beige print on Fiberglas

beige-brown-off-white carpet
Blue, silver and white, with accents of bright red, color-theme the Dining Saloon. The two-level ceiling is painted in two shades of blue, the floor combines blue, white-and-gray marbleized vinyl tile in a diamond design. Chairs are gray-and-blue leather-upholstered. Above the cantilevered oak-and-walnut buffet, a back-lighted glass mural by John and Elaine Urbain shows “America at Play,” and in the S.S. President Hayes (smaller photo below) the mural suggests a Southwest Indian sand painting. Fiberglas draperies are porcelain blue, walls are mist-gray stained-oak veneer.

The “Cloud Room” (acrosspage below), elevated a few steps from the Lounge Deck, may be entered from either the Card Room or the portside area. Translucent screens and blue-and-white sheer curtains set off this observation room, which is lighted only by the soft illumination of the World Map mural by Frank Monarchio. This mural is magnetized for a midget model that locates the ship’s progress. Ebonized-bamboo chairs are upholstered in a hand-woven fabric.
red-blue-white print on draperies

oak screens, polyplastic panels

blue-white-gray marbled vinyl

magnetized topographical mural

red-and-blue plaid cushions, turquoise upholstery

blue Pentalglass shades

bronze frames, handrail
cargo/passenger ships

All Staterooms on both the S.S. President Jackson and the S.S. President Hayes follow one of two color schemes. In the "warm" color scheme, walls are Sand Beige and Sun Tan; floors are beige vinyl tile; cotton area rugs are apricot on off-white; upholstery is coral; draperies are Harlequin print on Fiberglas. In the "cool" color scheme, walls are soft blues and greens; floors are gray; rugs are gray on off-white; upholstery is turquoise; draperies repeat appropriate colors in Harlequin print.

The "Owner's Suite" (above and top acrosspage) has a hand-woven carpet of gray, pale mauve, and off-white; upholstery of gray-and-beige with gold threads; striped curtains in turquoise, gray, and off-white. Individual Stateroom (below acrosspage) has a hand-woven carpet of gray, pale mauve, and off-white; upholstery of gray-and-beige with gold threads; striped curtains in turquoise, gray, and off-white. Individual Stateroom (below acrosspage) has an adjustable berth-reading light, built-in storage and dressing-table desk, leatherette-upholstered tilting headboard.

furniture, fabrics


Pillows: Nettle Creek Industries, 261 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.

walls, ceiling, flooring
Ceiling: Marine acoustical tile/ Johns-Manville Corp.
Floors: vinyl tile/ Robbins Floor Products, Inc., Tuscaloosa, Ala.

lighting
Recessed Dome Light: Luminator, Inc., 120 No. Peoria St., Chicago 80, Ill.

art, accessories
World Clock in Card-Room: shatterproof laminated plate glass set in bronze trim, walnut frame, lacquered-enamel markings in gold and dark blue/ Kalex Corporation, 666 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
World Map in "Cloud Room"/ Frank Monarchio, 241 Sixth Ave., New York, N. Y.

Decorative Murals in Dining Saloon:
John & Elaine Urban, 137-21 83 Ave., Kew Gardens, Queens, N. Y.

installations
Bulkheads, Deck, Overhead: Bethlehem Steel Corp., Shipbuilding Division, Key Highway Yard, Baltimore, Md.
Joiner Work: Aetna Steel Products Corporation, 735 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.
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"Hospital-Lite": #7202 attaches to hospital bed-rail/patented spring-tension adjustable sockets and swivels assure rigidity in desired positions/Gray/ "Coolite" shade prevents burns/retail: $18.95/ Swiveller Co., Inc., 43 34 St., Brooklyn 32, N.Y.

"Karpet-Squares": 18" squares of cotton carpet, each with built-in cushion and pressure-sensitive adhesive backing/ self-sticking on any surface, including primed cement/ may be applied in varied designs—checkerboard, harlequin, stripes, and so on/ available in 12 colors/ burned, stained, or worn areas may be easily removed by replacing only the damaged square/ retail: $1.69 per square/ Allen Industries, 1927 Leland Ave., Detroit 7, Mich.

"Pin-Ups": brass or copper perforated shades/ bases of natural wood, including mahogany, or of metal in coral, chocolate brown, green, black, oyster/retail: $11.95 for single-light and $16.95 for twin-light/ Prescolite Mfg. Corp., 2229 Fourth St., Berkeley, Calif.

Merchandising Table: Of cabinet wood, with stainless-steel-edge frame, laminated-plastic top/ 28" high, 30" deep, 60" long/ superstructure of welded, square, tubular steel, with adjustable brackets and glass shelves/ superstructure constructed for flexible use with one to four tables to meet merchandising changes/ also available in extruded architectural bronze, superflite aluminum or plextone-finished, welded-steel-edge frames/ The Columbus Show Case Co., 850 West Fifth Ave., Columbus 8, Ohio.

Modular Furniture: storage units (below left) in walnut or korina, white micarta table top, black rolled-steel runners, satin-chrome legs/ seating-unit system (below) based on 30"-square module, includes 8 seating, storage, and table-top components/ assembly shown includes two seat units (each 19½" high x 30" diam. x 30" wide)/ retail: $230 each; one arm unit, $70; table top unit, $70/ designed by George Nelson/ Herman Miller Furniture Co., Zeeland, Mich.